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State Reveals Road Work;
Ward Group Is Named

Gee, I was going to write a simply
magnificent potebook about the grand
experience it is to be a Red Cross Volunteer worker. I served'my first tour
of duty last week and came away from
the work with a feeling of sorrow for
all the people who are'rnissing the opportunity to do something REALLY
fine for their fellow man.

Approximately $162,000 will be state chairman, Foster Ockerman.
spent by the State of Kentucky on the
The eight members are:
rural secondary road program in FulElbert Burcham, Jr., president,
ton County this year, according to a City Bank, Hickman; Dr. Ward Buslist released this week by Mitchell W. hart, physician, Fulton; M. R. Jeffress,
Tinder, Kentucky Highway Commis- executive vice president, Fulton Bank,
But obviously I took the work too
sioner.
Fulton; Hugh Lattus, past president
seriously. After commiserating with
The rural secondary road pro- Hickman Chamber of Commerce, and
all the wonderful people in the hosgram is the program in which the De- a farmer, Hickman; L. M. McBride,
pitals about their miseries I got that
partment of Highways uses two cents president, City National Bank, Fulton;
feeling of empathy with them. Emthe seven cents of the State gasoline Maxwell McDade, president, Fulton
of
pathy is different from sympathy . . .
for the improvement of roads.
tax
Bank and a contractor, Fulton; Fred
with empathy you put yourself in the
Six items of expenditure for Ful- Stokes, Jr., auto dealer and river oil
same role of the person with whom you
ton County roadwork this year are terminal owner, Hickman; Dr. R. H.
share kindred spirits.
listed by Tinder as follows:
White, physician, Hickman.
The Fulton-South Fulton B&PW Club displayed its handiwork at the First District confer•nce,
$60,000.
Maintenance,
"Their decision to join the Henry
are
catch-ails,
as
serve
held here on Sunday. Decorative little containers for dressers and desks to
Precast bridge on the Jim McNeil- Ward campaign in working to elect
Well I empathized so completely being shown here by, left to right: Mrs. Anna Bel le Edwards, Mrs. Jewell McC!sin, and Mrs. Stella McMurray road, $20,000.
Henry the next governor is pleaswith my "patients" I resurrected more Jones.
Bituminous seal on the Picture ing to Henry's friends and supporters
aches and pains than I thought possishow road, $35,000.
over the state," Ockerman said.
ble and landed right in the hospital
Bituminous surface on the Jordan
The entire committee has spent
myself. I didn't really have anything
Champion road, $25,000.
many
years improving their respective
wrong . . . just an acute case of emBituminous seal on the Jeffress communities, and in civic and church
pathy that I inherited from my volunroad, $12,000.
work.
teer service.
Grading and improvement on the
The committee members, in a
Alexander road, $10,000.
statement, said "we appreciate the
cooperation Henry Ward has given our
Well I'm on deck again today . .. but
McBob
4heriff
in efforts to improve roads
County
eight-memAn
county
Obion
—
Ky.
Louisville,
from
FulSouth
the
of
employees
Five
rather far behind. So give me time to
been under sur- ber committee to guide the Henry which make it attractive to industry,
had
men
the
Cowan
arrestwere
plant
Siegel
I.
Henry
ton
recuperate from my empathitus and
of Ward For Governor Campaign in Ful- and for his efforts in bringing about a
I'll be good as new. And thanks for all ed and charged with larceny Tuesday veillance by the Tennessee Bureau
three days. On ton County was named today by the Purchase Parkway."
about
for
Investigation
in
hearing
preliminary
a
in
afternoon
them cards and letters. . . I sure 'n apand
preciate them. Makes being in the hos- Obion County's General Sessions Tuesday they were apprehended
Gwaltney,
Edd
Judge
before
brought
releaswere
men
the
of
five
All
Court.
pital a thing of joy and a warm memed on bond; three of the men, residents of the General Sessions Court.
ory forever.
They are: Dudley Hodges, George
of Kentucky were released on $500
bonds each and two of the employees, Scates Rudy Wilson, onnie Grissom
Ralph Reese. cco ding to inforTwo South Fulton residents have
COMING AND GOING: Mrs. residents of Tennessee, were released and
WPSD-TV became an all-color
News it was
received-by_ t
mation
bond.
on
$250
charged with breaking and enterbeen
Charles (Rudelle) Murphy of Memphis
Monday.
m.
p.
6
at
station
reported that three df the men admitis visiting with Mrs. Clarence PickerManagement of the station has an- ing the home of Henry Gardner, 115
According to information received
thefts and were bound over
the.
to
ted
ing . . . Mrs. Irene White and Lillian
nounced that studio cameras, which West Wade Street, South Fulton, on
to the grand jury of the May term of
Blagg were in Nashville recently
have been in the testing stage for sev- March 4, and taking a television set,
Kentucky.
in
court
to visit with Lillian's son, Byron . . •
weeks, will be in service and that record player and a quantity of meat.
eral
Two of the men revealed to arrestEntry was gained by breaking out
all live programs produced at the PaMary Nelle and Doc Wright went
the.alleged
had
they
ing officers that
a front window.
are broadcast in color.
station
ducah
motoring to Nashville last week-end
permission of their respective superGordie Roberts and John Ray
This adds tint to the various
to visit with kin-folks and do some
visors to take the pants. A hearing on WPSD-TV news reports, "Dance were placed under $500 bond and held
genealogical research at the library
Jack Hogg, co-owner of the Graves
this matter will be held in Union City Party," "Popeye," locally-produced to the grand jury last Saturday mornthere . . . Mr. and Mrs. Parks Weaks and Hogg Barbershop in Fulton, died
ten o'clock Friday morning.
at
religious programs, "Romper Room," ing at a preliminary hearing at Union
had a "Vanderbilt party" recently Wednesday morning in a Memphis
Ironically, 'three of the men ar- "Accent" and all other public affairs City.
some
received
former college hospital of gunshot wounds
when they hosted
rested and charged were training to
(Continued On Page Five)
(Continued On Page Five)
friends from Jackson, Tenn . . . and here last Saturday night.
become supervisors in the plant, a reHogg, 42, had been in critical conwhere are you going and coming
liable source revealed to the News.
dition at the Memphis hospital since
from??? Let me know!
One of the men arrested said that
being rushed there following the shooting, and little hope had been held for he would return at least seven or eight
pairs of the pants he had taken from
Swinging Leroy!
his recovery.
Harrison, 39, Chicago, Illi- the plant. Others are believed to have
Melvin
And another former Fultonian nois, was charged with malicious been engaged in the illicit sales of the
of
was also featured in the Memphis Com- shooting with intent to kill, and carry- garments stolen.
mercial Appeal recently when Le- ing a concealed deadly weapon, followBasketball fans have been receiv- ents. Last night these two winners
Roy Brown, son of Mrs. Ozelle Brown ing the affair. With the death of the
ing a full menu of the game in the played each other, and the winner of
HOUSE DESTROYED
was pictured with a "swinging group" victim,. the charge was amended to
Twin Cities this week, as the West that game advanced to the finals toof musicians appearing on week-ends wilful murder, according to James
Kentucky
Independent Invitational night.
WilEwen
the
on
house
frame
A
at the Airport Louuge in Memphis. Warren, Fulton city attorney.
In the balance of the first-round
son farm west of Water Valley was de- tournament, which opened Monday
Harrison, who had been confined stroyed by fire last Saturday night. night, goes into the finals tonight play Tuesday night, Baptist Student
Leroy, a very talented saxophonUnion of Paducah defeated Paducah
ist, is mighty popular at the Lounge, to the city jail in Fulton, being unable The house was occupied by the Cleo (Thursday).
which some distinguished critics have to make bond, was transferred to the Sullens family, who lost everything.in
Games are being played at the Broadway Methodist, and Yopp Seed
Co. Paducah, defeated Mayfield Indedubbed the WINCHESTER CATHE- jurisdiction of the County Wednesday the blaze.
South Fulton gym.
pendent. These two first-round winand transferred to the jail at Hickman.
DRAL OF SOUND.
Tonight's lineup opens with the ners were paired in the second game
City Judge Don
shooting,
the
Following
OMAR TO CINCINNATI
consolation game at 7:00 p. m. and the last night, and the winner advanced to
If you're around Memphis one of Hill had set Harrison's bond at $2500
championship game at 8:30.
these week-ends why not stop in and
tonight's finals.
Mrs.
and
Mr.
of
son
Omar,
Max
and
charge,
shooting
malicious
on the
enjoy LeRoy. He'll be mighty proud $1000 on the concealed deadly weapon Morgan Omar of Fulton, has been
In addition to some red-hot basIn first-round play Monday night,
to see his hometown folks in the audi- charge.
named a delegate to the Explorer Paducah Tilford defeated the Mayfield ketball tonight, a television set will be
ence.
The shooting occurred about 7:30 Scout Conference in Cincinnati May Lakers, and the Twin Cities Independ- given away. The TV has been donated
ents won over the Fulgham Independ- by the two local banks.
5-7.
(Continued On Page Five)

Five Siegel Employees Are
Charged In South Fulton

WPSD - TV Becomes
All - Color Station

Two Charged In South
Fulton Robbery Spree

Jack Hogg Succumbs
From Bullet Wounds
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Basketball Fans Getting
Full Menu Excitement

Morton Names Nominees
Senator Thurston B. Morton,(Republican-Kentucky) today announced
that two Fulton Countians are listed
among his nominees for appointment
to the Nation's military academies.
For the Naval Academy, Morton
selected: Rudolph Terry, 17-year-old
grandson of Norman Terry of Fulton and Waudell Trusty Yarbro of
Hickman. The young men will compete
for two openings in each school.
ADDRESSES ROTARY
Carroll Hubbard, Mayfield attorney and past President of the Mayfield
Rotary Club, addressed the Fulton Rotary Club Tuesday. He was introduced
by Rotarian Joe Johnson.

Hickman Looking Forward
The Carborundum Company's
Graphite Products Plant at Hickman,
Kentucky, will be officially opened
with three days of ceremonies March
thirtieth to April first, Henry M. Killmar, President of Carborundum's Graphite Products Division, announced.
The actual dedication of the $10,000,000 plant will take place Thursday, March thirtieth, at 2:00 p. m. Kentucky Governor Edward T. treathitt
and Carborundum President William
H. Wendel will cut the ribbon and then
throw open the gates at the plant's entrance to signify that the "Most Modern Graphite Plant in the World" is
now in operation. The official opening

of the plant marks The Carborundum
Company's entry into the graphite
electrode, anode and mold stock market.
Also taking part in the dedication
will be Mayor Ro Gardner of Hickman
and Dr. Richard White, chairman of
the Hickman Development Corporation.
Prior to the dedication ceremonies, a luncheon will be held at the
Hickman Plant site.
In addition to the dedication ceremonies, The Carborundum Company
will hold its annual Board of Directors
meeting at the Hickman Plant that
Thursday morning. The Board mem-

To

A Really Historic Day

bers will be on hand to witness the
dedication ceremonies.
Members of The Carborundum
Company's Board of Directors are:
Thomas H. Beddall, Jr., Vice
President and Governor, T. Mellon
and Sons; Clifford C. Furnas, President Emeritus, State University of
New York at Buffalo; T. Vincent Learson, President, International Business
Machines Corporation.
William F. McCormick, Senior
Partner, Cresap, McCormick and
Paget; Leon A. Patt, Group Vice President, The Carborundum Company;
Nathan W. Pearson, Vice President
and Governor, T. Mellon and Sons;

Clarence D. Shepard, Chairman of the
Board, The British American Oil Company, Limited; William H. Wendel,
President, The Carborundum Company.
Immediately after the dedication
ceremonies, the Governor of Kentucky
and his official party, special representatives from the city of Hickman and
the members of Carborundum's Board
of Directors will tour the new facilities.
The plant will be opened to all the
people of the Hickman community
who wish to tour it on Saturday, April
first.

Editorials
THE FITLTON COUNTY NEWS
Thursday, March 23, 1967
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PAUL and JOHANNA M. WESTPHELING
Editors and Publishers

We Try To Be Careful With Names But Some Of
Our Friends Apparently Aren't So Concerned

_

from New York to "News Editor, the
Leader". Another gem, this from Dresden, arrived in our box addressed to
any
as
name,
a
in
LOT
a
There's
newspaper editor will tell you! A news- "The Fulton Daily Leader News","the
paper office is a constant mass of weekly newspaper.
names: several thousand names to be
Westpheling is spelled "Wessling",
added or changed on the subscription Westphaling", Westphelong", "Arstlist; hundreds of names in the paper pheling", "Westphiling", just to meneach issue; riarrp-s here, names there, tion a few, but at least the Post Office
names everywhere. And a special ef- has an idea of where the mail is to go.
fort is made by everyone in the place But what about this one, from the
to spell names correctly: We are al- Waterway Development Authority at
ways "name-conscious" for this reason, Columbus, Miss., addressed to "Paul
and thereby hangs this tale.
Westpheling, publisher of the Fulton
Daily Leader".
We have had a lot of mail arrive
The publisher's wife, known to
at our office addressed in all kinds of
odd ways; the writeL either didn't most all of you as "Jo", comes in for a
know to whom he was writing, or the lot of mis-written mail, too, most of it
title involved, or oftentimes even the from people or firms who don't know
her. "Jo" is short for her real name,
name of the paper!
"Johanna". But someone in Louisville
This week, for insnce, a letter recently guessed that it was "Josearrived from ...the Economic Develop- phine", hence the letter addressed to
ment Council in—of all places—Union "Mrs. Josephine Westfaeling", and anCity, addressed to "The Fulton County other, from Owensboro, addressed to
Gazette". Now there is no such paper, "Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Westpheling".
nor has there ever been. A puzzled And that is also interpreted as "Joe",
Postoffice simply dropped it in our and the unknowing firm or individual
box, since it fit us most closely. A sim- then surmises that Joe must be a male,
ilarly-addressed letter arrived a year hence frequent news releases addressor so ago from the George Marshall ed to "Mr. Joe Westpheling".
Foundation in Lexington, Virginia:
A reoent letter reached Jo from
"News editor, The Fulton County Gaz,addressed to "Jo WesphilMemphis
ette". We occasionally receive mail ing, WENK Radio Station, Fulton,
Fulton
"The
to
addressed
firm
from a
Ky". The publicity bureau of the US
Wireless", which has been extinct 30
Treasury Department still sends her
years.
mail addressed to "Mrs:Jo WestphelMail coming to us from UTMB ing, editor, The Fulton Daily Leader".
and Austin Peay College at Clarksville, Now if mail really meant for The Leadfor a long time, was addressed to "The er is sent to the News editors in error,
Fulton Daily News", which wasn't we see to it that it reaches The Leader
quite as bad as the Chicago outfit that office, but most of this stuff is simply
sent us several mailings addressed to publicity that can be thrown away un"The Fulton Country News", or the opened, and after the same firm conerratic typist that addressed to "The tinues the same practice time and
again, that is the usual disposition.
Fulton Dauly News".
Some firms can't even spell their
own names correctly! Hence all last
year we received letters from the "Veternans Administration" in Louisville,
Ky. until we presume the VA ran out
of the mis-printed envelopes.
What's in a name? A lot, when it's
YOURS, no?

in which to put such a
Congratulations And Best surroundings
pretty building!
And that is why the Bank is to be
Wishes To Fulton Bank congratulated;
we don't think this disWe want to offer our congratulations to the progressive-minded Board
of Directors of the Fulton Bank for taking the first step in what, we believe,
will come to be a major face-lifting for
the shopping area of downtown Fulton.

mal sight, that has been so frustrating
to those who have sought diligently for
a pretty downtown all these years, will
exist much longer. Already several of
the squalid houses across the bank are
scheduled for removal, and this new
back-door traffic will surely open the
eyes of those Lake Street property
owners in this area to pretty-up and
offer a welcome view to upcoming
traffic.
If, as we understand it, other major improvements are soon to follow, it
will behoove all property owners to
take a long look at their places now,
and begin making plans for their own
improvement. Several already have.

As you know from our announcement last week Fulton Bank has begun
construction on a brand-new building
behind their present building on Lake
Street. A handsome, roomy French
Provincial type of architecture ....set
back on their former parking lot. A
beautiful new building that is being
set in dismal surroundings: on one side
a crumbling creek bank lined with
falling outhouses and coal shacks, on
another side looking into the rear arch
BIBLE DIGEST
of an ancient livery stable, and on the
never man spake like this
.
.
.
"
other two sides facing dirty and un- man." John 7:46
painted rear doors and walls of buildNo one ever talked like Jesus, no
ings on Lake Street and Commercial one ever walked like Jesus, no one ever
avenue. Just go back there sometime cared like Jesus.
and look around: the worst imaginable
Published Every Thursday of The Year
at 209 Commercial Ave. Fulton, Ky. 42041
Second - class postage paid at Fulton, Ky. 42041
Successor of various weekly papers In Fulton
the first of which was founded in 11180.
Address all mail (subscriptions, cluing' of address. Forms 3879) to Post Office Box 307 Fulton, Kentucky, 42041.
Subscription Rates: $3.00 per year In Fulton
Hickman, Graves Counties, Ky., and Obion and
Weakley Counties, Tem. Elsewhere throughout
the United States $4.00 per year.
Kentucky Subscribers must add 3% Sales Tax.

"Let this mind be in you, which
was also in Christ Jesus." Philippians
2:5
Turning our wills over to God has
a lot to do with our being like Christ.
"Christ in you the hope of glory."
"Professing themselves to be wise,
they became fools." Romans 1:22
The individual or nation that leans
soley on the wisdom of man is not using
much wisdom. The truly wise men
still come to Jesus.

No study of the Early Church
would be complete without a consideration of the terrible persecu.
tion to which Christians were subjected. Christ had predicted that
the world would hate his followers
and even kill them.

Like a bread without the spreadin',
Like a puddin' without sauce,
Like a mattress without beddin',
Like a cart without a hoss,
Like a door without a latchstring,
Like a fence without a stile,
Like a dry an' barren creek bedIs the face without a smile.

On July 19, A. D. 64 Rome was
nearly destroyed by a tremendous
fire. Ten of her fourteen districts
burned before the tear-filled eyes
of Nero the Emperor. Nero himself
is thought to have started the burning, and when the homeless people
threaten to rise against him, he
blamed the Christians for the destruction. "Christians to the
rang in the streets.

Like a house without a dooryard,
Like a yard without a flower
Like a clock without a mainspring,
That will never tell the hour;
A thing that sort o' makes you feel
A hunger all the while Oh,the saddest sight that ever was
Is a face without a smile!

The arrests Made were but the
beginning of outrageous humiliations and tortures. Some were drag.
god into the Circus and then devoured by wild dogs and lions,
others were crucified, still others
tied to poles and covered with
pitch, were ignited, serving as
torches amid the orgies in the emperor's garden. St. Peter and Paul
were the most distinguished martyrs of the first persecution.

The face of man was built for smiles,
An'thereby he is blest
Above the critters ofthe field,
The birds an' all the rest;
He's just a little lower
Than the angels in the skies,
An' the reason is that he can smile;
Therein his glory lies!

The next 250 years of Roman
History under den Emperors are
filled with persecution for the
Church of Christ. Each Emperor
used his own imaginative cruelty to
plan how best to rid the world of
the followers of Christ. The name
Christian was associated with fantastic stories of eating babies and
killing them for that purpose. poi(Continued on Page Seven)

So smile an' don't forgit to smile,
An' smile, an' smile agin;
'Twill help you all along the way,
An' cheer you mile by mile;
An' so, whatever is your lot,
Jes' smile, an' smile, an' smile.
Unknown
ouserepumommarriewirmr:iii
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COTIrelr
By Brenda Rowlett
Today, through a network of libraries, books and information are
available for the asking in almost
every quarter of the globe. Yet all
too few people realize how their
everyday lives can be affected and
improved by the vast wealth of
knowledge which has been accumelated through the centuries and
awaits them in books on the
shelves of your local library.
REVOLUTIONARY DOCTOR, by
Carl Binger. In a day when a deranged person might be chained in
a dark room, cut off from human
communication for years at a
time, Rush led the fight in America for the "moral treatment" of
insanity.
MODERN AMERICAN USAGE,
by Wilson Follett. Modern American Usage, an invaluable guide to
educated usage and good taste, is
filled with Wilson Follett's wit and
erudition. It is intended to be read
with pleasure arid to be used by
those who are interested in good
English, and it is American,
"American to the marrow."
AMERICA'S MUSIC, by Gilbert
Chase. Chase has extensively revised and updated this much-ac-

claimed book, altering, replacing
or expanding the entire last third, in
addition to a new Introduction and
a new chapter, "The scene in the
sixties," he has virtually rewritten
the chapters on jazz and on experimental music.
MUSIC IN THE 20TH CENTURY, by William W. Austin. One
of the principal aims of this vast
panorama of musical composition
in the twentieth century is to
arouse in the reader a thirst for
contemporary music and to share
with him the author's knowledge of
and enthusiasm for the many masterworks in different styles that our
century has already produced. The
emphasis is on the development
of the various styles to be found in
the music of our time.
BEGUILED, by Thomas adhnian.
This book sweeps the reader into
a world of grace and frivolity
where Southern gentility is played
against the increasingly ominous
forebodings of some dark, complex
tragedy — a tragedy whose bizarre
revelation of perverted innocence
remains a secret until the closing
pages.
MADAME SARAH, by Cornelia

FROM THE FILES--

'r-Turning Back The Clock—
March 28, 1947
Paul Boyd, Lawson Roper, Forrest Riddle, Austin
Adkinson, Bill Scott, Happy Edwards, Warren Graham,
Charles Gregory, James Warren and flank Beadles attended a banquet in Paris, Tenn., March 25, when Cliff
Perce of Memphis, president of Lions International, was
the honored guest.
Students of South Fulton High School enjoyed a
vacation Thursday and Friday when the following
teachers attended the state teachers' meeting: Misses
Mary Ellen Adams, Irma Hamilton, Icia Pepper, Allie
Williams, Mrs. Kelly Jones and E. B. Eller, principal.
flello World: Mr. and Mrs. Marion Phillips of Fulton announce the birth of a girl Sunday night at Fulton
Hospital; Mr. and Mrs. I. D. Green of Fulton announce
the birth of a boy Sunday night at Fulton Hospital; Mr.
and Mrs. Louis W.Sensing announce the birth of a daughter Monday at Jones Clinic; Mr. and Mrs. Alvin
Thorpe of Fulton announce the birth of a son, Danny
Wade, in Haws Memorial Hospital.
A luncheon meeting of the Fulton Chamber of Commerce has been called for Tuesday, April 8, at the Rainbow Room on Lake Street in the interest of obtaining
new industries for Fulton and promoting other civic
projects that are needed in order to keep the city in step
with progress.
Half the roof of Charles A. Newton's home,four and
one-half miles south of Fulton on the Martin Highway,

Engage
Is Mad

HISTORY
(Part IV)

SMILE

What's in a name?

And here are several that must
have given the Postoffice here a bit of
wondering: The US Department of
Agriculture addresses their mailings to
"The Fulton County News-Leader",
which means either we or The Leader
are eligible for them. A recent letter
from a firm in Paducah was addressed
to the "Fulton County Leader", one

The Parson
Speaks

Otis Skinner. Here by the author
uniquely equipped to write it, is
a magnificent biography of Sarah
Bernhardt, the tempestuous French
woman many consider to be the
greatest actress who ever lived.
TOYS FOR FUN, by Walter E.
Schutz. The foremast aim for this
book was the goal of designing a
selection of easily constructed toys
that would bring joy and entertainment to children. This perhaps has
been accomplished since almost as
soon as each toy was finished,
there were at least three or more
young people who asked for it.
HOW TO WRITE PRIZE WINNING JINGLES, by William Suntiers. Here, under one cover, is
everything you need to write prizewinning jingles!!! How the judges
judge, secrets of winning entries,
word play, how to write the last
line, etc. This book is the key that
opens the door to a prize-laden
fairy land.
TAKE MY LIFE, by Winston
Graham. Philippa Shelley's operatic debut at Covent Garden was
a tremendous success; her new
fans jammed the wings to congratulate her. Walking slowly to
Philippa's dressing room, Nicholas
Talbot, her husband and manager,
waited nervously to tell her what
he had just learned—that an American tour was imminent, their future assured—
CASTLE UGLY, by Mary Ellin
Barrett. Castle Ugly is a house:

huge, hideous, magnificent, set on
the dunes overlooking the Atlantic
Ocean at the far end of Long Island. It was there in the summer
of 1938 that a group of rich, careless, "beautiful" people slipped toward tragedy, playing out the acts
of a love story that began with
casual dalliance and ended in violent death.
THE MAGIC GRANDFATHER,
by Doris Miles Disney. Henrietta
Lane was obviously not pleased
when Dan Ferris, the father of her
long dead husband, showed up at
her home in Harrin,gton, Connecti
cut. She knew that tie was full of
the poison of hate and malice—
this old man—the poison of kiss
and failure. For twenty-seven years
she had been living down the past,
establishiog a flawless reputation
and he could sweep it all away in
minutes with a few words and
some yellowed newspaper clip-

pings.

THE WOMEN IN THEIR LIVES,
by Frank Donovan. The women in
the lives of the Founding Fathers
are as different as the temperaments of the distinguished men—
John
Franklin,
Washington,
Adams. Jefferson, Hamilton, and
Madison—whose lives they shared
in one way or another. This book
tells the fascinating story of these
ladies who in the early history of
our country brightened the hearths
and homes of these men who laid
it's foundation.

was blown off by the severe windstorm which struck
this section Monday.
The people of Fulton have responded nobly to the
1947 Red Cross drive4and contributions totaled $2070.43,
which is nearly double to local quota of $1100.
The YMBC regular dinner meeting was held Tuesday night at the Lodgeston School, when ladies of the
PTA served a delicious baked chicken banquet. Allen
Jones, Malcolm Bell and J. R. Stallins were voted in as
new members.
Active work is now being done toward the rebuilding of a new church edifice to replace the Poplar Grove
church building destroyed by fire in February. This
church is located in Fulton County near Hickman.
ROUTE 3, FULTON: Miss Susie Clement gave a
party Saturday night at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Clement. Games and dances were enjoyed throughout the evening.
W. M. Foster says he has been very busy. He and
wife went fishing some moonlight nights and caught 77
fish. We had hoped they had become demonstrated sufficiently to remain on the farm, but the lure of the city
life and its bright lights took them away again. We hope
to see them again in the near future.
ROCK SPRINGS: A shower was given at Mrs. Fannie Nugent's Tuesday afternoon for Mrs. James Veatch.
DUKEDOM: Kindred Winston, Hubert Jackson
and Bates attended the State tournament in Louisville
last week end.
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie Work and daughter, Brenda,
were given a going-away party recently by Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Work and daughter, Sue, of Dukedom. Music
was provided and everyone enjoyed the evening very
much.
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Engagement Of Miss Adams,Mr.Batts Miss Melton
Is Made; May Wedding Planned
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Local Women
Mr. and Mrs. Lindell Greer
First
Attend
District Seminar Andrea Melton Wed To Lindell Greer
In Beautiful Church Wedding Here

Miss Aurelia Adams
Announcement is made of the engageiment of Miss
Aurelia Elizabeth Adams, daughter of Mrs. William Mason Adams and the late Mr. Adams of Richmond, Kentucky to Mr. Robert Andrew Batts, Jr., son of Mr. and
Mrs. Robert A. Batts of Fulton, Kentucky.
Miss Adams is a graduate of Model Laboratory
School of Richmond, Kentucky. She attended Agnes
Scott College of Decatur, Georgia and will graduate
from the University of Kentucky, Lexington, Kentucky
in May. She is a member Of Chi Omega Sorority and
Beta Gamma Sigma, Commerce Honorary Society.
Mr. Batts is a graduate of Fulton High School. He
attended Virginia Polytechnic .Institute, Blacksburg,
Virginia and is now a student at the University of Kentucky. He is a member of Alpha Tau Omega Fraternity.
After an early May wedding in Lexington, the
couple will spend the summer in Fulton and return to
the University of Kentucky for the fall semester.
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The First District Seminar of the
Kentucky Federation of Women's
Clubs was held at Murray State
University on March 15, with Mrs.
Malcolm Cross, governor, presiding. Mrs. C. C. Lowry, state federation president, was a special
guest.
The invocation was given by Rev.
Robert L. Bunchill, rector of St.
John's Episcopal Church in Murray, and welcome to Murray State
University was given by Dr. Ralph
Woods, president. Special music
was presented by the Murray Woman's Club chorus.
A symposium entitled "Today's
Youth Face Mental Health and Religion" was moderated by Dr.
Frank Kodman, professor and
chairman of the Department of
Psychology. Participating were Dr.
Charles Homra, assistant professor
of Psychology, and Rev. Henry
McKenzie, pastor of the First Presbyterian Church of Murray.
The key-note address was given
by Mr. William Dixon Boggs, Department of State, Washington, D.
C., entitled "Our Responsibilities
To NATO." A question and answer
period followed. Mr. Boggs was introduced by Dr. Will Frank Steely,
professor and chairman, Department of History, Murray State University.
Attending from the Fulton Woman's Club were Mrs. William B.
Stokes, Mrs. Clarence Moline and
Mrs. James Nanney. A number of
MSU students also attended.
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Miss Sheri Elliott, Mark Jeffress
To Pledge Vows In June Ceremony

Miss Andrea Melton, bride-elect
of Lyndell Greer, was the guest of
honor for a lovely bridal luncheon
at one o'clock Saturday, March 11,
at the Derby Restaurant. Hostesses
were Miss Susan Walker and Miss
Sally Pirtle.
For the occasion the bride selected from her trousseau an
orange knit dress. Her corsage, a
gift of the hostesses, was of yellow
daisies tied with orange ribbon.
She was presented with an arrangement of white daisies with
yellow centers in a milk glass
bowl, as a guest gift. Bridal place
cards were used on the table.
Those attending were Miss Melton; her mother, Mrs-. Otis Melton:
Mrs. Clayton Greer, mother of the
groom-elect of Collinsville, H.;
Mrs. Jim Martin, grandmother of
the bride; Misses Connie Melton,
Nancy Treas, Adri Bax, Carol
Luther, Carolyn Fly, Nelda Clement, and Mrs. W. W. Kitterman,
Mrs. Thomas Greer, Mrs. Gus
Bard, Mrs. Wendell Coffman, Mrs.
Mrs. David Beyers, Mrs. Jess
Walker and Mrs. Carl Pirtle.
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On Sunday afternoon, March 12, at 3:30 in the afternoon in the sanctuary of the First Cumberland Presbyterian Church, Miss Andrea Lynn Melton became the
bride of Lindell Gayle Greer of O'Fallon, Ill. The double
ring ceremony was performed by the Rev. W. W. Kitterman.
The bride is the Wiest daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Otis E. Mellon
and the groom is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Clayton Greer of Collinsville, Ill.
The wedding vows were exchanged before an altar centered with a
jade tree and illuminated by four
spiral candelabra holding burning
cathedral tapers. The choir rail
was entwined with fey and baskets
of white gladioli flanked the altar.
The family pews were marked by
brass hurricane lamps and magnolia blossoms.
Preceding the ceremony, the
candles were lighted by Larry
Ader and Kenneth Stanley.
Mrs. G. G. Bard, organist and
Mrs. Wendell Coffman, soloist,
presented a program of nuptial
music as the guests assembled and
during the ceremony. Mrs. Bard
played Shubert's "Serenade," "The
Rosary", "Humoresque," "Whither Thou Goest," "KammenoiOstrow," "Ave Maria" and "Traumerei." Mrs. Coffman sang "Because" and as the couple knelt for
the blessing, "The Lord's Prayer."
The traditional wedding marches
were used for both the processional and recessional.
The bride, entering with her
father, wore a formal gown fashioned by her mother. Designed
along empire lines, it was made
of candle light peau de sole and
featured a detachable train. The
back was accented by a Dior bow
and tiny self covered buttons. Elegant re-embroidered Alencon lace
motifs, encrusted with seed pearls,
enhanced the dress and train. The
long sleeves ended in calla lily
points over the hands. The veil by
L,ounette was of three tiered candlelight illusion attached to a tiara
of pearl loops which were backed
by medallions of Alencon lace. She
carried a cascade bouquet of gardenias surrounded by net and
pearls.
Miss Connie Melton, sister of the
bride, was maid of honor. Bridesmaids were Misses Sally Pirtle,
Susan Walker and Adri Bax of
Carmi, nt. The attendants wore
identical formal empire gowns of
sea foam blue Bewitching Nite Lite
featuring bell sleeves. Their circular
nose veils were attached to a double bow of matching material.
Each carried a single long stemmed pink rose.
The flower girl, Kim Ader, daughter of Mr. arid Mrs. Larry Ader,
wore a short A line dress of the
same material as the attendants.
Heir matching nose veil was attached to a single bow. She carried a decorated white basket of
rose petals.
Kent and Brent Greer, twin sons
of Mr. and Mts. Thomas Greer
and cousins of the bride, were
ringbearers. They carried heart
shaped pillows of candle light satin
trimmed with wide lace and ribbons.
Attending the groom as best man
was his father. Groomsmen were
Larry Ader, Kenneth Stanley and
David Beyers of Hen-in,
For her daughter's wedding,
Mrs. Melton chose a costume suit
of aqua textured silk with access
series to match. She wore a whimsey with tiny flowers and velvet

bows of varying shades of aqua.
Her corsage was of pink cymbidium orchids. Mrs. Greer, mother
of the groom, wore a dress of yellow crepe featuring -long full
sleeves tightly banded at the
wrists. Her pill box hat was of the
same material and her accessories
matched her costume. Her corsage
was of green cymbidium orchids.
Mrs. Jim Martin, maternal grandmother of the bride, wore a costume suit of navy crepe with
matching accessories. Her corsage
was of white-carnations.
Following the ceremony, the
bride's parents entertained with a
reception in the church's fellowship
hall. The register was kept by Miss
Carolyn Fly. The bride's table was
draped in pink and overlaid with
an ecru lace cloth. The cake was
of three tiers on columns which
were supported by swans and topped with a miniature bride and
groom. Those assisting with the
serving were Misses Nancy Trees,
Nelda Clement, Carol Luther and
Mrs. David Beyers.
The couple left immediately for
a brief honeymoon. For traveling
the bride wore an ensemble of
pineapple yellow double knit. The
dress was a simple shift and the
double breasted coat was designed
military lines featuring
along
brass buttons and a hipline belt.
The matching hat had a high
crown and abbreviated bill. Her
accessories were of black patent.
Her gardenia corsage was from her
bouquet. The young couple are now
at home in O'Fallon,
Following the rehearsal on Saturday, the grooms parents were
hosts to a dinner at the Park Terrace. The tables were arranged in
a T Shape with the head table centered with an arrangement of pink
roses and flanked by candelabra
holding pink candles. Gifts were
presented to the bridal attendants.
Those attending were: Miss Melton, Mr. Greer, Mr. and Mrs. Otis
Misses Connie Melton,
Melton,
Sally Pirtle, Susan Walker, Aclai
Bax, Mr. and Mrs. Larry Ader,
Kim Ader, Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth
Stanley, Mr. and Mrs. David
Beyers, Mrs. G. G. Bard, Mrs.
Wendell Coffman, Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas Greer, Rev. and Mrs. W.
W. Kitterman and the hosts.

Miss Elliott
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Donald Cherry announce
the engagement of their niece, Sheri Lou Elliott, to
Stanley Mark Jeffress, son of Mr. and Mrs. Morye
R. Jeffress.
Miss Elliott is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Gerald M. Elliott of Detroit and the granddaughter
of Mr.and Mrs. James Ronald Elliott of Crutchfield
and the late Mr. and Mrs. John H. Latta of Water
Valley.
Mr. Jeffress is the grandson of Mr. Sylvester
Jeffress of Fulton and the late Mrs. Jeffress and the
late Mr. and Mrs. J. G. Wade of Cayce.
Miss Elliott is a graduate of Fulton High School
and will receive a Bachelor of Science degree in
Elementary Education in May from Murray State
University. She is a member of Alpha Omicron Pi,
social sorority.
Mr. Jeffress is a graduate of Fulton High
School and attended Union University. He will receive a Bachelor of Science degree in Business Administration in May from Murray State University.
He is a member of Sigma Alpha Epsilon, social
fraternity.
A June wedding is planned.

F:ee! 1173 Crltc":
Fan Exp:atfied
Simple "Capsule Study" Is Offered To All
Who Seek A Dee7cr Understanding
Of Christianity.
This free course of instruction
offers you a quick, simple
means of understanding the
beliefs of Catholics.
For members of other Christian churches, the course is invaluable. It takes you back to
earliest days of Christianity
when there was but one church
and one unified belief in Christ
... gives you a new insight into
Christian teaching. Further, it
helps you understand your
Catholic neighbors and find the
religious harmony so many
Christians are seeking. For people who do not belong to any

Christian church body, this literature may well help you find the
happiness that comes from practicing Christianity. The booklet
gives you logical explanations of
the relationship man must ha‘,e
with God before he can find the
real meaning of his existcr,
. . . and belief in the immortality
of his soul.
The two booklets are the first
two courses in a series of six,
which include questions and answers. The other four are available for the asking. The course
will be sent in plain wrapper and
no one will call on you.

FREE—Mail Coupon Today!
Please mind me your tree "C•psule Study" of the Catholic Faith

KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS
KENTUCKY STATE COUNCIL
RELIGIOUS INFORMATION BUREAU
P.O. BOX

No. 20222—L001/WILLIE, KENTUCKY-40220
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Wendell Ford Rally
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Lunch Will Be Served
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HOSPITAL NEWS

field; Mrs. Brenda Reid, Route 3,
Union City.
HILLVIEW HOSPITAL

The following were patients in
Fulton hospitals on Wednesday,
March 22:

FULTON HOSPITAL
Mrs. Callie Butts, Mrs. Jane Edwards, Bennett Wheeler, Mrs. Hettie Ford, Mrs. Zinkie Poyaer, Mrs.
J. N. Wooten, Carl Croft, Billie
Diane Lynn, Mrs. Nedra Gargus,
Rene May, Mrs. Ruth Browning,
Fulton; Mrs. Trixie Easterwood,
Mrs. Fannie Mobbs, Charles Halterman, Mrs. Mamie Walker, Titus
King, Mrs. Anna Mae Hardy, South
Fulton; Richard Browder, Mrs.
Vera Byrd, Route 1, Fulton; Voche
Jackson, Route 3, Fulton; Freddie
Gadberry, Mrs. Lubbie Killebrew,
Route 4, Fulton; Mrs. Bobby Williams, Route 5, Fulton; Mrs. Randall Laird, Water Valley; Kenneth
Cole, Mrs. Carl Roach, Route 2,
Water Valley; Terry Ayers, Frankie Dodd, g. M. Hornsby, Hickman;
Mrs. Lizzie Murphy, David Copeland, Mrs. Cora Clark, Thomas
Murphy, Route 1, Wingo; Mrs. Ora
Kader, Mrs. Dennis McDaniel, Clinton; Mrs. Daisy Champion, Crutch-

Whiinel Funeral Home
offers
1). Prompt, courteous ambulance service with 2 staff members on duly at all times.
2). Credit on Tennessee Burial
policies.
Telephone 472-2332

DEATHS

Mrs. Lute Carter, Rev. Bill Boyd,
Mrs. Kafa Noffel, Falton; Jerry
Clark, Mrs. Stanley Stinnett, Neal
Clinard, Mrs. Chester Gregory,
Mrs. Clifford Arnold, Jr., Mrs. L.
C. Jamison, Miss Jane Taylor, Mrs.
Jessie Rogers, Mrs. Bobby Robey,
South Fulton; Don Irvin, Route 2,
Fulton; Mrs. Lewis Scarbrough,
Route 1, Hickman; Mrs. Myrtle
Cagle, Hickman; Mrs. James
Jones, Mrs. Bessie Floyd, Clinton;
Mrs. William Snow, Route 4, Clinton; Mrs. Elton Glisson, Route 2,
Wingo; Mrs. Paul McAdoo, Water
Valley; Mrs. Aubrey Copeland,
Mayfield; Mrs. Louise Curtin, Edward Houston, Union City.

Happy Birthday

Cecil Cantrell
Cecil Cantrell of Palmersville
died in the Henry County General
Hospital at Paris on Monday night,
March 20, at eleven o'clock.
Mr. Cantrell, 72, was born in
Weakbey County, the son of the late
William Alexander and Appalonia
Brewington Cantrell. He was a
lumber dealer and a saw-mill
operator.
Funeral service were held Wednesday, March 22, in the Methodist
Church at Dresden, of which he
was a member, with Rev. John
Pugh officiating. Burial was in
Morgan Cemetery near Palmersville, in charge of Jackson Funeral
Home of Dukedom.
Surviving are his wife, Mrs.
Hilda Cantrell; four sons, Bob and
Glenn Cantrell of Palmersville;
Jian Cantrell of Princeton, N. J.,
and Ben Cantrell of Nashville; one
daughter, Mrs. Jim Cullivan of
Paris, Tenn.; one brother and five
sisters, including Mrs. Shelby Roberts of South Fulton, also several
grandchildren.

ass
The News takes pleasure in
wishing "Ha:T.1y Birthday" to the
following friends:
March 24: Thomas Powell;
March 25: Mollie Alexander, David
Puckett; March 26: Betty Matthews, Dana Puckett; March 27:
Edie Maynard;
March 28: Mrs. Leonard Hagan,
Funeral services for William
Anna Mae Jonakin, Charles Walker, Jr.; March 29: Ruth Copeland, Lester Caldwell were held SaturJack Foster; March 30: Charles day, March 18, in White Ranson
Funeral Home chapel at Union
Gregory, Aletha Tegethoff.
City, with Bobby Stewart, pastor
of the Freeinont Church of Christ,
Subscribe To The News officiating. Burial was in Freemont Cemetery.
Mr. Caldwell, 44, died Friday
morning in the Obion County Hospital, a few hours after admission.
He had been ill for about a month.
He was born in Woodland Milli,
son of Mrs. Mary Pruett Caldwell
and the /ate Lester C. Caldwell. He
ANDREWS
was a prominent farmer of Obion
Jewelry Company
County. He was a member of the
Freemont Church of Christ rand of
the Farm Bureau.
Surviving are his mother; his
wife, Mrs. Edith Canford Ca/dwell;
three daughters, Mrs. Gerald
Beacham, Miss Janie Caldwell and
Miss Joyce Caldwell of the Crystal
community; two
grandchildren,
Mark and Douglas Beacham; one
sister, Miss Lioneli Jordan of Crystal, and one brother, James R.
(Bobby) Caldwell of Fulton.

Hospital at Paris, Tennessee.
Funeral services were held in the
Ridgeway Funeral Home on Sat3,
Ferguson,
of
Route
Dee
Mrs.
Mrs. Lois W. Sisk, wife of Herurday, March 18, with burial in
shel Sisk, a former Cuba resident, Fulton, died in Hillview Hospital at Paris.
Wednesday,
March
22,
9:45
a.
m.,
died in Wyandotte, Michigan on
following an illness of one week.
Wednesday, March 15.
WATCH THE BIRDIE
Mrs. Ferguson was the former
Funeral services were held in the
Nixon Funeral Home in Wyandotte Miss Alvinie Covington, the daughTwo teen-agers
BELGRADE
and the body was transferred to ter of the late Mr. and Mrs.. Wilan endurlsce game of badJackaon Funeral Home of Duke liam Noah Covington. She was a played
in a Be rade street. They
dom. Services were .the held in member of the Smith Street Church minton
batted the ball/ back and forth for
Oak Grove Church of Christ Sun- of Christ.
a total of 3,135
90 minutes
day afternoon, March 19, 'kith
She is survived by tier nusband;
before it touched the
Brother Henry Hargis officiating. one daughter, Mrs. Linda Sue Sim- strokes —
they could even
Burial was in the church cemetery. rell, and one son, Kenneth Boulton, ground. They said
have done better, if a huge refrig.both of Union City; one sister, Mrs. erator truck had not come along
Marie Bondurant of Martin, and the street between them. They said
one brother, William Covington of they could not bat the ball over it
Gary, Indiana. Another son, Gary as they did over other passing cars.
Dee Ferguson, was fatally injured
Mrs. R. T. Argo died on Thurs- in a motorcycle accident four
day, March 16, at Martin, Tenn. months ago.
WE RENT - - Funeral mr•i0 ,c•E•Were held SaturFuneral arrangements are in
day, March'18Thr
f
the Doug Mur- charge of Whitnel Funeral Home
phy Funeral Home at Martin, with and are incomplete at press time.
Hospital bees
burial in East Hill Cemetery.
Baby beds
Mrs. Argo was a sister of Mrs.
Vacuum Cleaners
C. D. Lovelace and Miss Lillian
Kennedy and the grandmother of
Floor polishers
Bobby Soates, all of Fulton.
Herbert Clement, brother of Mrs.
Lee Myrick and tmele of Mrs. Nell
WADE FURN. CO.
Bayer of Fulton, died on Thursday,
felt Local sores 5' reel
March 16, in the Henry County Phone 472-1501 Fulton,8,y.

Mrs. Lois W. Sisk

Mrs. Dee Ferguson

—IOW WITH FULTON I I I

JACK

S. P. MOORE & CO.

p. m.
police

140 broadway, South Puffins
Phone 479-1144
—Armstrong Inlaid Lineleum
—Vinyl and Tile
—Downs and McGee Carpeting
—Upholstering, Modern a
Antique
—Viking Kitchen Carpeting
—Jim Martin Paints

Mrs. R. T. Argo

s'tax fighting"
Kentucky as that'
Senator from West Ky. Re-elect
George Brand State Senator.

Herbert Clement
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Mens, Boys Slacks

T. F. Westbrook
S

Mens,- Boys Ties
SHOES FOR
Men, Women, Children

KASHOWS DEPT. STORE
Open Saturday Nile Till 8:

Troy Frank Westbrook died Saturday, March 18, in the Fulton
Hospital. His body was taken to
Whitnel Funeral Horne and transferred from there to Gent Funeral
Home at Alton, Illinois, where funeral services were held on Tuesday, March 21, with burial in Valhalla Park Cemetery at Alton.
Mr. Westbrook, 67, a retired
Standard Oil Company employee of
Alboai, suffered a heart attack Saturday at the Hickory Log in Fulton. He and his wife were enroute
to Linden, Tenn., his home town,
When he was stricken. He was
taken to the Fulton Hospital and
died about thirty minutes after being admitted.
In addition to his wife, he ?eaves
one son, William Westbrook of Alton.
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HENRY WARD
SOUND BUILDER
FOR KENTUCKY

Mrs. Ira Drake

Edward (Ed) St. Lawrence
Crockett died in Rome, Italy last
Friday, March 17. His body will
be brought to Middlesboro, Ky.,
his native home, for funeral services, then to Fulton for graveside
services and entombment in the
Fairview mausoleum. Whitnel Funeral Home will be in charge of arrangements in Fulton, but at press
time the date and time of burial
are not known.
Mr. Crockett, 68, was born in
Middlesboro, the son of the late
Robert Perry and Molly Eads
Crockett. He was at one time employed in the Engineering Department of the Illinois Central Railroad in Fulton. He was a veteran
of World War I and of World War
II. He was formerly employed by
Ebasco and Company, retiring
three years ago, later returning to
work for Walter E. Kiddy Construction Company, a subsidiary of
Ebasco.
His wife, the former Miss Mary
Parker, daughter of the late Mr.
and Mrs. George W. Parker of Fulton, died in 1960.
He is survived by one brother,
David Crockett of Middlesboro.
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George Brand is known all over

W. L. Caldwell

Funeral services for Mrs. Ira
Drake were held in the Jacicson Milner Funeral Home at Arlington
last Thursday, March 16, with
Rev. Milton May officiating. Burial
was in the Arlington Cemetery.
Mrs Drake, 83, died on March 14
in the Baptist Hospital at Memphis.
She was a sister of Mrs. Verna
DeMyer of Fulton. Other survivors
are three daughters, Miss Edith
Drake and Mrs. Barbara Johns&
of Memphis and Mrs. Hazel Haelf.
ney of Houston, and three graf.dchildren.
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You can help elect
our next Governor
The Heary lifted for Goverissr campaign is attracting more supporters every day. But your help
is nepcled, too. Tell the story of "Ward the Builder." Tell how Henry Ward's record proves he can
get the jobs done that Kentuckians want done... and save money while he is doing it.

THE WARD RECORD
Courageous legislator
Crusading newspaperman
• Father of Kentucky's
modern park system
• Nation's leading highway
builder
• Efficient, thrifty
administrator

WHAT HENRY WARD IS
Henry Ward is a moderate man
who talks straight, thinks
straight, acts straight, and
makes the kind of calm, reasonable decisions that are good
for Kentucky. Kentuckians
want honest men who bring
integrity and firm leadership
to the office of Governor.

WARD THE BUILDER
• More schools,
better education
• Bold development of
industrial expansion
• Spur agricultural economy
• Promote tourism
• Increase momentum of
highway construction

WHAT HENRY WARD IS NOT
Henry Ward is not a "big promiser." He won't offer the moon
and the stars—or promise the
Capitol dome — to get votes.
He has never been a shoot-theworks, promise-anything kind
of official. "What's in the public interest?" This is Henry
Ward's guideline.

APPRECIATION OF HENRY WARD HAS COME FROM ALL OVER KENTUCKY
"He has been both the best Commissioner of
Parks and the best Commissioner of
Highways this Commonwealth has produced."
THE ESTILL HERALD

"He is a states-man, a champion of good
government and an outstanding
administrator of proven ability."
THE BARDSTOWN KENTUCKY STANDARD

"Henry Ward is a superb administrator;
a magnificent cut-red-tape expert; and an
imaginative and dedicated public servant."
THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS

"Henry Ward is a businesslike sort
of fellow. He calls a spade a spade, and he
counts the dimes and quarters."
THE CLAY CITY TIMES

1

"IV YOU CAN HELP 1011
Right now, as the Ward for Governor campaign picks up
steam, you can help stoke the fires. Fill out this coupon,
and we'll send you materials.

Please send me materials and information.
!want to help elect Henry Ward.
KENTUCKIANS FOR WARD
Room 743 Sheraton Hotel
Fourth and Walnut Streets, Louisville, Ky. 40202.

My Name
Private campaign contributions may be mailed to:
Address
KENTUCKIANS FOR WARD
M. R. Evans, Treasurer, Room 743 Sheraton Hotel
Fourth and Walnut Streets, Louisville, Ky. 40202.
I.
Paid for by Kentuckians for Ward, Foster Ockerman, Chairman, Robert Evans, Treasurer, Sheraton Hotel, Louisville.
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JACK HOGG—
(Continued From Page One)
p. m. Saturday. According to Fulton
police, Hogg was shot with a .32
caliber
revolver. The bullet entered his
temple.
Hogg was first taken to the Hillview Hospital in Fulton but then was
taken to Baptist Hospital in Memphis,
Tenn., where he remained in critical
condition, until his death Wednesday.
Investigating police said Harrison
admitted shooting Hogg when they
placed him under arrest Saturday
night. Circumstances of the shooting
were not reported.
Hogg was indicted by the county
grand jury in January in connection
with the alleged shooting into the
dwelling occupied by his former wife.
His trial had been scheduled for May
in Fulton Circuit Court.
Besides his wife, Mr. Hogg is survived by his mother, Mrs. Dewey
Hogg, 303 Oak Street in South Fulton;
three children, Mrs. Gerald McCallon,
Union City, Jimmy, age 18, and Kimberly, age 4; a brother, William, South
Fulton, two sisters, Mrs. Bill Hampton
of Brownsville, Tenn., and Mrs. Willie
Hasell of Houston, Texas.
He was a veteran of World War II.
Services, under the direction of
Whitnel Funeral Home, are tentatively
set for Friday afternoon at the South
Fulton Baptist Church.

TWO CHARGED—

WIFE M1SPLACW
MYRTLE BEACH, S. C. — A
tourist, after spending the nigh
here, appealed to the Chamber o
Commerce for help in finding hi:
wife. He couldn't remember whicl
of the town's more than 200 motel:
they had checked in to.
The man had left to get gas fo:
his car and when he headed bad'
to pick up his wife he realized hi
didn't know which of the numerou
places along the Ocean Highwa
was home base. Policemen tool
him from motel to motel and hour
later, he finally hit the right oni
and was reunited with his wife.

According to the South Fulton police, the television set was found in a
closet at the home of Luther Vick,
South Fulton, and the record player
was found after a search of the Topodoro Club in Fulton. Fulton police aided South Fulton police in the search of
the Topodoro.
Ray pleaded guilty to the charge,
but Roberts entered a plea of not guilty
according to South Fulton Police
Chief Joe Byrd.

It's Time
Too had the meek don't hurry
and inherit the earth because th,
unmeek are certainly making .
mess of it.

Cunningham Gets EDA
Water System Funds

Approval of $196,000 to help Cunningham, Kentucky, build a new water
system to encourage industrial and
commercial development, was announced today by the Economic Development Administration, U. S. Department of Commerce.
The EDA funds include a $103,000
grant and a $93,000 loan to run for 38
years at 4-1/8 percent annual rate of
interest. The Cunningham Water District will provide $10,000, for a total
project cost of $206,000.
Construction on the new water
system will start in about three and a
half months and completion will take
another five months.
In their request for EDA assistance, the community leaders stressed
the need for adequate water treatWPSD-TA—
ment, storage and distribution to help
(Continued From Page One)
them get new industry and create new
programs.
jobs.
WPSD-TV has been offering netThe community has been troubled
work and film programs in color NI- by the out-migration of people and resome time as well as video-taped lated unemployment problems, accordshows.
ing to the applicant.
Along with its network, NBC,
A local meat processing plant has
Channel 6 has pioneered color in this indicated that it plans to expand and
area and was the first station on the the new facilities will also be used for
air with color films, color slides, color a proposed cold storage and fruit packvideo tape and live color programs.
ing plant. Expansion of an irrigation
To accomplish the final stage of its system to raise strawberries has also
color operations, WPSD-TV has in- been discussed, according to the applistalled two new cameras. Both are cant. Approximately 35 to 65 new jobs
equipped with zoom lenses for greater would be created through these venversatility.
tures.
•

All new!
FRIGIDAIRE
Gemini 19 —
Vietnam: Specialist 4 Roger Paris (left) and Specialist 4 Art Thomas stand at the entrance to their "Sack
Shack". Paris, of 647 Bryson St., Youngstown, Ohio and Thomas. Route 1, Fulton, Ky., are in the lit Cav.
D'sikicri's 2nd Brigade which has its forward command post at landing zone Two Bits for Operation Pershing.

/
4"wide!
353

US Army Photo
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News From Our
the 58th Transportation Company.
He received
his commission
through the Reserve Officers'
Training Corps program at Murray
State University in 1964.
His wife, Kay, lives on Route 6,
QUI NHON. VIETNAM—Army Benton, Ky.
Captain Thomas L. Adams, 24, son
MEMPHIL, TENN., Feb. "3 —
of Mrs. Francis P. Adams, 406
Magnolia St., Hickman, Ky., is a Airman Apprentice Charles -:. McNeely, USN, son of Mr. and Mrs.
member of a unit which has earned
Claude McNeely of Wingo, Ky., has
a meritorir-s unit commendation completed
the Aviation Mechanical
award in Vietnam. The presenta- Fundamentals
School at the Naval
tion was made Feb. 22 near Qui
Air Technical Training Center in
Nhon.
Memphis, Tenn.
The citation presented to the men
The four-week course introduces
of the 27th Transportation Battalion students to mathematics, physics
for "meritorious con- ,and the principles of electricity.
duct in the performance of out- Subjects stressed include atomic
standing services in support of theory, static and dynamic elecmilitary operations in the Republic tricity, magnetic theory and the
of Vietnam front October 1965 to coostauction of aircraft batteries.
April 1966".
This month-long course prepares
The truck battalion traveled over Navy, Marine Corps and Coast
five million miles of Viet Cong- Guard personnel for entrance into
infested highways, hauling cargo more advanced courses at the cenand petroleum products to friendly ter.
combat forces.

Boys In The

SERVICE

wasasetr ied

Capt. Adams is commander of

"We Like Bananas"

Juli Falkoff
Stars Again
In 4-H Show
About 300 people attended the
first Fulton County 4-H Talent
Show at Fulton County High School
last Friday night with more than
30 acts being presented. Kenneth
Turner of Fulton Radio Station
WFUL was Master of Ceremonies.
In the Specialty Acts Juli Falkoff
placed first with a skit, Keith
Menees, second with a piano solo,
while a duet of James Moore singing with Ralph Fitzpatrick at the
piano placed third.
In the Club Acts a Posture Skit
on "How Women Should Not Walk"
by the Western 5th & 6th Grade
4-11 Club placed first while a song
and dance act by the Hickman 7th
Grade Club placed second.
Proud Of Your Property?

Model FP0-19V5, 19.1 Cu. ft.
(NEMA standard) 4 Colors or whits

• 19.1 Cu. ft. big and
completely Frost-Proof!
• Giant 244 lb. size vertical
freezer with shelves galore!
• Hydrator, Meat Tender and
many more features!
• Plus the Power Capsule for
Space Ace Refrigeration!

$ 4.
A WEEK AFTER
SMALL DOWN
PAYMENT

Graham Furniture Co.
301 Walnut

Fulton

this man is dedicated to the proposition
that a governor is a people helper
henry ward is masterful
when it comes to working
for the interests ofpeople
in kentucky...ALL ofthem
kentucky needs henry ward- henry ward needs you
This ad paid for by Fulton County People for Henry Ward for Governor

Now Is Time
F
Tree Seedlings
or Ordering

Murray Woman's Club
Invites Local Ladies

OBION COUNTY
Joe Martin, County Agent
Union City, Tenn.

DYER SOYBEAN
If you have land in Fulton Coun- NEW VARIETY RESISTANT TO
ty which needs to be set in tree SOYBEAN CYST NEMATODES
seedlings, now is the time to order
The Crops Research Division,
the seedlings.
Agricultural Research Service, The
Seedlings available are: Loblolly Tennessee Agricultural ExperiPine, Shortleaf Pine, White Pine, ment Station, and The Missouri
Virginia Pine. Black Locust, Yel- Agricultural Experiment Station
low Poplar, White Oak, Black Wal- announce the release of a new soynut, White Ash, and Cherry Bark bean named DYER. Foundation
Red Oak.
seed of the new variety was proTrees are available through the duced in Tennessee and Missouri
Kentucky Division of Forestry at in 1966. Dyer is resistant to the
$8.00 per 1,000 with a minimum saybean cyst nematode (Heterodera
order of 500.
glycines) and the root-knot nemaThe trees can be ordered from todes (Meloidogyne incognita) and
George Harrington, County Ranger M. incognita var. acrita. It is 21
for Fulton and Hickman Counties days earlier in maturity than
or the County Agent, Soil Conserva- Pickett, which is resistant to the
tion Service or A. S. C. S. Office. soybean cyst nematode, and is 5
Government cost-sharing is avail- days later in maturity than Hill, a
able through the A. S. C. S. Office variety which it resembles. It dif- TOP 4-H CLUB IN FULTON COUNTY, the Fulton County 4-H Club, was recognized as county champion in
at a rate of $16.00 per 1,000 trees fers from Hill in that it has purple the
annual Kentucky Utilities Company 4-H Club Achievement Contest at an awards dinner in Clinton at(1,000 trees per acre). With the flowers and the seed have black
trees costing $8.00 per 1,000, this hila. Dyer is more susceptible to tended by winning clubs in the area. Shown here are (from left, front) Gloria Patton, treasurer; Joyce Lee,
leaves $8.00 per 1,000 toward the phytophthora rot, a disease com- president, and Joyce Thorp, recreation leader, and (ba:k) Wallace Shankle, KU farm service adviser who
mon to poorly drained clay, than
cost of setting the trees.
presented the awards; Catherine Wilson, agent; Ann Wilbourn, secretary; Ann Thompson, agent,' and
Contract tree planters and me- Hill.
Dyer is a selection froma cross Beverly Armstrong, vice president.
chanical tree planters are available
for those who are interested. Tech- of Hill with a black-seeded, cystnical advice by a Service Forester resistant selection from Lee x (Lee
is also available for tree species x Peking) which was -tested as
• CAYCE NEWS
and planting site corelation and D63-7320. Resistance to the soybean
By Miss Clarire Bondnrant
planting site selection. A service cyst nematode was determined in
Forester can be readied by con- greenhouse plantings at Jackson,
tacting the County Ranger or the Tennessee, and in field plantings
Mrs. Lurline Cruce and Clarice
Kentucky Division of Forestry at on cyst-infested soils in Missouri, Bondurant attended the Rush Creek
313 South 7th St., Mayfield, Ken- Tennessee, and North Carolina. Re- Homemakers meeting last Wedtucky, telephone - 247-3913. Trees sistance to root-knot nematodes was nesday in the home of Mrs. Billie
Marshall, Graves, Callaway and second program will accomodate
can also be ordered from the above established in greenhouse and field Atwill.
plantings at Jackson, Tennessee.
address.
The W. S. C. S. of the Cayce McCracken Counties, Kentucky, 30 children over a 10-month period,
have
received a Federal grant of and will be operated by the MurDyer has shown a 45-percent yield Methodist Church met Wednesday
advantage over Hill for the three evening in the home of Mrs. Mur- $336,088 far a five-part, 12-month ray Board of Education. The third
Conduct
and Administration pro- Head Start program will serve 50
FARM DATES TO REMEMBER: year 1964-66 at Ridgely, Tenneesee, rell Williams.
children and will be operated by
on cyst-nematode-infested soils. In
Mr. and Mrs. Kenny Wade and gram. $154,644 of the above figure
Paducah-McCracken
High
April 4 - Feeder Calf Sale - Union strip plantings on 14 West Tenses- children, Robert and Penny, of are unexpended funds from pre- the
City.
see farms in 1966 Where cyst ne- Louisville, spent the week-end with viously approved programs. The School Early Childhood DevelopApril 5 - Feeder Calf Sale - matodes had been identified, Dyer his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Chester announcement was made today by ment Council.
Levee V. Sanchez, Director, Middle
Staff for the Head Start programs
Brownsville.
had an average seed yield of 32.2 Wade and Andy.
will consist of 18 professional, and
bushels as compared with 18.5
Mrs. Clara Carr, Mrs. Elbert Atlantic Region, 0E0.
bushels for Hill. In regional tests Austin, Mrs. Lurline Cruce and
The applicant agency Is the Pur- 32 nonprofessional, employees. The
U. S. poverty agency decentral- conducted
at 30 locations in the Miss Eva Johnson, of Cayce, at- chase Area Economic Opportunity administrative staff of the Purizes powers.
South on soil not infested with cyst tended a birthday dinner in the Council, and the local share of the chase Area Economic Opportunity
Council consists of seven profesnematodes, Dyer averaged 6 per- home of Mrs. Clint Workman to grant is $74,713.
cent below Hill in 1965 and 2 per- help her celebrate her birthday.
The first component, to be oper- sional, and eight nonprofessional,
cent below in 1966.
There were about 24 present and ated by the Paducah-McCracken employees.
Save 25% of your fuel.
Seed supplies on hand will be all reported a nice day.
Small Business Development Cendistributed through
Have 6 inches of Fiber Glass
appropriate
Saturday afternoon guests of ter, will provide for the screening
ON SAFETY RULES
famdation seed organiaztions in Clarice Bandurant were: Mrs. J. and processing of applications for
Congressional leaders plan to
insulation blown in your attic. each of the two States participating B. Inman, Mrs. Denver
Economic
Bradshaw
Opportunity Loans from
in the release. Breeder seed will be and daughters, Dianna, Iona and low-income persons who wish to look further at newly adopted fedmaintained by The Tennessee Agri- Debra of Ridgely, and Mr. Mal- start or expand small businesses. eral auto safety standards. The 20
federal standard rules were modicultural Experiment Station. The comn Inman.
In addition the center provides fied versions which
the agency
Crops Research Division will not
Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Wilkins and management counseling to all loan proposed
earlier.
increase and release seed.
dance Bondunant visited Mrs. recipients. Local retired businessEthel Oliver Sunday afternoon in men also participate in the counsel400 Main
Bill Taylor
AFLALFA WEEVIL WORMS ARE the home of Mr. and Mrs. Chester ing through an organization called
PHONE 472-1997
Wade.
SCORE, which has been set up
EATING ALFALFA
Last Sunday afternoon guests of specifically to help loan recipients
Watch your alfalfa because the
Mrs. Ethel Oliver were Mrs. Mary iron out management problems.
alfalfa weevil worms are busy eatCruce, Mrs. Clara Carr and Mr. The staff consists of four profesing in almost every field. The aland Mrs. John E. Cruce.
George Brand wants state insional employees.
falfa should be sprayed with an
Thursday afternoon several met
The second component provides
insecticide for control of the with Mrs.
come tax law repealed as it was
Frankie McClellan to for the continuance of the adminisworms. Nearly all of the plant lops read, discuss
and
enjoy Henry trative function of the PAEOC for a
promised, he is for more of our
show signs of weevil feeding.
Drummond's inspirational classic 12-morth period.
To find the worms - first find an entitled "The
Greatest
Thing In
gas tax money to be spent on
alfalfa plant that has holes in the The
The remaining three components
World."
leaves
and then look closely into
rural — farm to market roads
Mrs. Clara Carr, Maurice Bon- are all full year Head Start proand around the growing bud of the durant and Maurice
grams. They will all utilize the esCarr Bonduras it was promised — Re-elect
tablished Head Start curriculum,
plant. The newly batched larvae ant were Sunday
guests of Mr. and
with complete medical, dental, so(worms) are 1-32 inch long, legless, Mrs. Heists Cash in Eddyville.
George Brand State Senator.
ciological and psychological seryellow, with -a shirty black head.
vices, a daily hot lunch, and snack
They later become green and form
Pd for by George Brand
for each child.
a white strip down their back.
When grown, they are 3-8 inch
The first of these Head Start prolong. The worm stage normally
grams will be operated by the Padlasts three to four weeks.
ucah Independent Schools, boneRecommended insecticide mafitting 200 pre-school children. The
terials include: Malathion, MethMarshall Alexander Post No 72
oxychlor, Diazion, Guthion, Me- of the American Legion and Auxithyl Parathion, and Ethyl Para- liary will meet in the post home on
George Brand will continue to
thion. Most farmers with ground March 27 at 6:30 p. m.
work
for a bill to increase pay
See us for - - equipment will use 55 percent MaMeat for the pot-luck dinner will
lathion at the rate of 1 quart per be furnished by the Legion, and
Your Insurance Needs
for our citizens who have to
acre in 25 to 30 gallons of water members of the Auxiliary will
because it is a safe material to bring other foods. Hostesses for serve on our juries, the pay is
use and can be used on the alfalfa the dinner -are Mrs. Robert Holup to the day of cutting the al- land, Mrs. Ira Cloys and Mrs. E. entirely too low now — Re-elect
falfa. DON'T TRY TO SPRAY K. Jones.
Fulton
George Brand your State Sen472-1341
WHEN IT IS COLD7BELOW 65
The Auxiliary program, on
degrees F.) AND WETI!!
"Community Service," will be in ator.
charge of Mrs. Leonard 1lagan.
Pd for by George Brand

Purchase Area 0E0
Awarded Large Grant

TWIh CITY HOME
IMPROVEMENT CO.

Members of the Fulton Woman's
Club have been invited to attend
the regular luncheon meeting of
the Murray Club on Wednesday,
March 29. Mrs. C. C. Lowry, state
federation president and a member of the Murray Club, will be the
guest speaker.
Fulton members are urged to attend and should make reservations
with Mrs. William B. Stokes, president, by Friday, March 24.

County Students Listed
On Murray Honor Roll
Among the 715. students at Murray Stale University on the honor
roll for the fall semester are the
following from Fulton County:
Emily A. Adams, Freddie L.
Barnett, Maurice Bondurant, Billie
L. Call, Sheri L. Elliott, Linda M.
Giles, Stanley Jeffress, Carol Luther, Susan A. Mayfield, Paul W.
Nanney, James H. Newton, Carole
A. Pigue, Peggy J. Reams, Daniel
J. Robbins, Marie E. Ruddle, Sara
N. Shuff, Linda S. Warren, Nancy
Williamson and Cecelia E. Wright.

Mrs. Bushart Named
President Of P-TA
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"The Family Health" was the
major lesson on the program of the
Che.struit Glade Home Demonstration Club meeting in the home of
Mrs. Wayne Grissom recently.
Mrs. Irvin Morrison named and explained the importance of the
"Five R's of Medicine." Mrs. Laverne Owensby and Mrs. Helen
Wylie gave an interesting lesson
from the county meeting in Dresden recently, naming several nutrilianal "dos and don'ts."
Mrs. W. C. Morrison led the
members in singing, "Easter Parade."
The devotional, on the topic of
"Faith", was given by Mrs. Fred
Vaughan. Mrs. Myrtle Temple gave
useful information concerning consumer education, advising that, in
buying major items for the home
and farm, the home agent and the
county agent are able and willing
to give helpful advice. Mrs. Helen
Wylie showed useful and economical pressing aids.
The recreation was directed by
Mrs. W. C. Morrison. A welcome
visitor was Mrs. Wink Rogers.
The next meeting will be held in
the home of Mrs. Orvin Morrison at
I p. m., April 20. Visitors are
cordially invited.

Officers of the West Fulton PTA
for the coming year, elected at FULTON IS A GOOD TOWN I I I
their meeting last week, are:
Mrs. Glynn Bushart, president:
If you vote against Georg*
Mrs. Robert Rudolph, first vice
president; Mrs. James Green, secBrand — you are voting to give
ond vice president; Mrs. James
your West Ky. Senate vote to
Sublette, secretary, and Mrs. Bill
Fenwick, treasurer.
Louisville, they have seven
DOCTORS TO BE DRAFTED
For the first time, beginning in
July, doctors of osteopathy will be
included in the l'entagon callup of
more than 2,000 doctors. Selective
Service will draft 2,118 doctors of
medicine and 111 osteopaths.

Senators now. Keep your Senate seat, Re-elect George Brand
your State Senator.
Pd for by Georg* Brand

iralisarlirrBS
FROM THE KEG RESTAURANT

Grow Corn Like This
with the Help of
Southern States Fertilizer

Legion And Auxiliary
Plan Meeting Monday

Complete Roof
Planned Protection

Rice Agency

CAYCE 4-H CLUB MEETS

A single source of credit, adequate
In amount and available when you
need it, SAVES YOU MONEY.
How? You buy for cash and pay
less; you pay a known interest rate;
your total costs are less. Your
Production Credit Association can
beat supply you with this single
source of credit. Want proof?
Then contact:

PCA LOANS
JACKSON PURCHASE

The Cayce 7th and 8th grades
4-H club meeting was held on
March 15. Randy Adams, president,
called the meeting to order, and
announced that 4-H Rally Day is
set for Saturday, May 6. Two demonstrations were given, Teresa
Adams on "How to Make a Feather
Flower" and Carol Cardwell on
"Arranging Flowers." Mrs. Anna
Thompson showed several different
fabrics and demonstrated the harmonizing of colors.

SERVICE
REPAIRS
An_tennas Installed

DEBT LIMIT HIKE ASKED
The Johnson Administration told
Congress that unless the debt limit
is raised, the Treasury may pay
only 'half the nation's bills in
March. A $7-billion increase in the
temporary $330-bi3lion limit has
been requested.

ROPER
TELEVISION
306 Main Phone 472-3643

Production Credit
Association

Surpluses of most farm crops are history now. You're hearing more about the
world food shortage and the emphasis is on more production, not less. From
here on out, it's going to take more fertilizer to get this increased production of
corn and other crops.
Whether you plow down, broadcast or band your corn fertilizer, you can always
count on Southern States fertilizer to provide you with a full measure of the plant
food you're paying for. It's made in farmer-owned plants by people working for
farmers. And they make the best fertilizer anybody knows bow to make.
Be sure you get maximum corn production by following a Southern States crop
feeding program. Have a complete fertilizer or the phosphate and potash applied
now or at planting time. Then follow up later with a side dressing of Green
Charger Nitrogen. Many Southern States Agencies have bulk spreading equipment to do the work for you. To avoid the rush later, get your Southern States
plant food now.
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WANTED TO BUY
JOHN P. WILSON
Fleid Off. Mgr.
Hickman, Ky.
Phone 734-2504

WARREN BARD
Field Off. Mgr.
Clinton, Ky.
Phone U3-5161

Clean cotton rags and used paper-back books.
Must be in good condition. See Sonny Puckett at
Puckett's Service Station.

0
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PARSON SPEAKS—
(Continued from page Twe)
• AUSTIN SPRINGS
BY NM Care, Made
seeing wells and carrying on night
orgies. In reality, the source of
Rev. Russell Rogers filled his
such stories was a deep fear of
Christianity for it was a standing regular appointment at New Salem I
Baptist
contradiction to the Roman pagan()lurch the past Sunday at
ism and emperor-worship. To deny 11 a. m. The spring revival is in
progress
this week, with Rev. Erad
was
gods
to
Roman
threaten evil
upon the nation and weaken na- Caldwell visiting evangelist Sertional unity. To deny the emperor vice are held at 7:15 p. m. only.
worship was an insult to one who Everyone is invited to attend each
service.
becomes a god at his coronation.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph True left SunAnd as is the case of every divinized government, it must seek day morning for their home in New
an excuse for its stupidity and fail- Florence, Mo., and at the same time
urea. Failure ridden Rome, had the Mr. and Mrs. Danny True and sons
perfect scapegoat in the Christians. Left for Fulton, Mo., after several
Like the Persecution of the Jews days visit with parents and grandunder Hitler, it became a way of parents, Mr. and Mrs. Grover
life for the Cluistian and a means True, near here.
Wess Jones isn't quite so well
of soul-cleansing for the decadent
Roman. Following the example of and has been indisposed at his
home
near here. We hope he will
martyred
Leader, Quist,
their
most christians went to their death quickly improve and be able to get
meek, "Like sheep to slaughter." around soon.
Some there were, however, who
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Lassiter
did apostatize and burn incense be- and sons, Mark and Stevie, of Marfore the pagan gods.
tin, were Sunday dinner guests of
Under Emperor Trajan, the fam- parents, Mr. and Ms. Buton Lassious bishop of Antioch, Saint Ignat- •ter, celebrating the birthday of Buius gave his life to witness his llion. A nice dinner and gifts were
Faith in Christ. Under Hadrian enjoyed by the guest of honor, with
(117-138) and Antonius (138-61) the many more happy returns of the
persecutions subsided somewhat, day.
Grover True remains about the
but with Marcus Aurelius (161-180)
the persecution was extended to same at his home, under the care
Gaul and the River Rhone ran red of Dr. Peterson.
The infant of Mr. and Mrs. Jerry
with Christian blood.
St.. Irrnaeus, Bishop of Lyons, Bruce, of Dresden, was very ill last
St Perpetua arid Felicitas were week and was in a Hayfield hosmartyred about the turn of the pital for several days treatment.
century. By this time persecution He is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs.
had become a national interest and Gaither Mathis of this section. The
there was no corner of the Empire best of wishes are extended by
where Christians were not sought friends in this locality.
We extend sympathy to the famout, dragged before idols and conily of W. Cecil C.antrell, whose
demned to death.
Young men, St. Pancratius and death occurred Monday night in
Tarsicius, were killed; St. Law- the Henry County Hospital at
rence deacon, St. Cyprian Bishop I'aris, where he had been a patient
of Carthage, sealed their faith with for several weeks. The deceased
blood; young girls Saints Agnes was well-known in our section,
and Lucy. physicians Saints Cos- where he formerly resided. He was
mas and Damian. even young chil- a resident the past several years of
dren like St. Barula, 7 years of age, Palmersville. Mr. Cantrell is surentered into the ranks of "White vived by his wife, a daughter and
robed army who stand before the four sons, also several nieces and
nephews. Jackson Funeral Home
throne of God."
has charge of all arTheir bodies were buried in the at Dukedom
labyrinth of limestone oarriders rangements, which aren't complete
beneath Rome, where even today at this time.
Rev. T. T. Harris is a patient in
the visitor may go to pay homage
an Orlando, Fla. hospital, where
to the martyrs, who followed in the
he will probably go under major
bloody footsteps of their Master.
surgery soon. All relatives and
Father Glahn
friends send him "get-well" wishes. He is the father of Mrs. J. W.
Bynum.

Worship at the Church of your Choice

KINGDOM HALL OF JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES

• PIERCE STATION

The local Kingdom Hall of Jehovah's Witnesses was organized
in 1950. Then there were eight associated. By 1967 there have been
in the upward 200's associated with the local congregation. In
October 1964 there were two other local groups organized from the
Fulton congregation, one in Martin and one in Union City.
Now, let's take a look at the organization on a national scope.
Jehovah'S Witnesises have gone to the ends of the earth in enemy
countries, in friendly countries, during their 1965 service year.
With love in their hearts, they preached the good news of God's
kingdom in 197 different lands, under the direction of 92 branch
organizations of the Watch Tower Bible and Tract Society.
In 1965 there were 1,934,268 declaring the good news all over
the world because these additional hundreds of thousands have the

By lbs. Charles Lowe
Nice crowds attended Sunday
School and church service at
Chapel RIR and Johnson's Grove
Sunday.
All our sick folks are getting better except Mrs. John Smith. She
isn't doing much good. Visitors in
the Smith home on Wednesday of
last week were: Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Green of Mayfield. Mr. and
Mrs. Guy Hanna of "Oaks" on
Fulton-Union City Highway. Mr.
and Mrs. Billie Milner and children,
Mrs. Bob DeMyer and Gary Stem.
Mile Green is expected today
(Monday) to spend a few days with
Mrs. Smith.
Mrs. William Greer, Pamela and
Dennis spent a few days the past
week in Naehville with Mrs.
Greer's sister, Mrs. Jack Raymorel, and family.
Mrs. G. J. Lay, of Jackson,
spent a few days of last week with
her sister, Mrs. Isham Conner,
and Mr. Conner.
Mr. and Mrs. George Carter, of
Fulton, were visiters with Mr. and
Mrs. John Smith Thursday afternoon.
Nelson Darbon and Kenneth
Hutchinson, of the Dixie community, spent the week-end with Orval
Carter.
Billy Stem spent the week-end in
Millington. Billy is a member of
the United States Reserves.
Mrs. Frankie Ferguson and new
daughter are spending a few days
in the home of her paieute, Mr.
arid Mrs. Jack Lowe.

Cayce WSCS Hears
Program On Easier
The Cayce Woman's Society of
Christian Service met in the home
of Mrs. Muriel Williams, with 16
members and two visitors present.
Mrs. Clyde Linder gave the devotion on "The Cross." Two Easter
songs were sung by the group and
the responsive reading was "Easter
Day." Mrs. Clyde Linder, Mrs.
Charles Linder and Mrs. Luther
meditation
the
Clark gave
on "Jesus and the Cross." The
president conducted the short business meeting.
Mrs. Chester Wade will be the
delegate to the annual conference
in Memphis on April 13-14.

JACKSONVILLE, Fla. — Only
half the calls that come to the City
and County Fire Department are
related to fires. Firemen have done
everything from removing cats
trapped inside walls to delivering
babies. They've been called to remove rattlesnakes from air-conditioners, cats from trees, and
small boys from folding garage
doors. The department failed to answer a call of a woman whose
monkey had run up a big oak tree
by saying that it was doubtful if
any fireman could outclimb a
monkey.

INTERSTATE OIL COMPANY
Jobbers of Shell Products

raise, he

was

Parkway Manor Nursing Home
SW Kentucky's newest and most modern
Nursing home. For reservation call 472-3386
or write 309 North Parkway, Fulton.

Phone 472-3951

Fulton

Your Prescription Drug Store
Fulton, Ky.

THE CITIZENS BANK
Make our bank your bank

Cut flowers

Green florist supplies
Diet 479-1371

against reducing tax on liquor
too — another reason why Louisville politicians want him de-

PURE MILK COMPANY
At the store or at your door

feated — Re-elect George Brand
your State Senator.

FULTON ELECTRIC SYSTEM

EVANS DRUG COMPANY
"The Rexall Store"

Fulton, Kentucky
Fulton, Ky,

Phone 472-3311

472-1362

418 Lake Street

Lake Street

Dial 472-2421

Pd for by George Brand

Hickman - Fulton R. E. C. C.

Greenfield Monument Works
In Operation 66 Years

"Live Better Electrically"
South Fulton, Tenn.

• Large Display •
• Well Lighted At Night' •
Open Sunday After/looms
'
J. B. M.ANESS & SONS
Cireenfleld, Tenn.

Antiques

Excellent Food
Souvenirs
Private dining for 250

King Motor Company, Inc.
Fulton Coca-Cola Bottling Co.Inc.
Kentucky Ave.,

Greenfield
Phone 235-2293

Park Terrace Restaurant
And Gift Shop

Hickman, Ky.

JACKSON FUNERAL HOME
Member of Kentucky Burial Assoc.

W. D. Powers
Fulton
Phone 472-1851

Compliments of
Fulton Wholesale Florists

Phone 236-2655

Hickman, Ky.

GO TO CHU7( ii SD Y

•

FINE." 1 Thes. 5:21

This Feature Is Published With The Hope T':at More People Will Go To Church.
Ills Sponsored By Firms Interested In This Community.

CITY DRUG COMPANY

property tax

A revival meeting will begin at
Johnson Grove Baptist Church on
Sunday, April 2, and continue
through April 9, with services each
evening at 7:30 o'clock. The visiting evangelist will be Bro. Henry
Davis and the pastor of the church
is Bro. James Holt. The public is
cordially invited to attend these
services.

SUNDAY
3:00 p. m., Public Lecture
4:15 p. m., Watchtower Study
TUESDAY
7:30 p. m., Bible-aid Study
THURSDAY
7:30 p. m., Ministry School
8:30 p. m., Service Meeting
"MAKE SURE OF ALL THINGS: HOLD FAST TO WHAT IS

MONKEY BUSINESS

George Brand was against the
REVIVAL!

RAYMOND CLARK, Pastor

love of God, too, in their hearts.
Jehovah God has blessed Jehovah's Witnesses for showing
their love to their enemies and those who persecute them, because
many who have been opposed to the work have now listened to their
message and have dedicated their lives to Jehovah God. In fact,
during the last service year there were 64,393 baptized, showing
that they have dedicated their lives to Jehovah God. By studying

the Word of God, they are now gaining accurate knowledge of Jehovah, His Son, and His work. To show their love for mankind,
Jehovah's Witnesses in twelve months of the 1965 service year
spent 171,247,644 hours going from house to house and visiting with
people in their homes conducting Bible studies. Each week they
conducted 779,595 Bible studies with interested people.
So, it is with this same love in their ,hearts that the local group
of Jehovah's Witnesses invite you to join them at their local Kingdom Hall to share this love. Their meetings are:

Fulton

Authorized Pontiac and Rambler Dealer

Phone 472-1471
101 W. State Line

Phone 479-2371

Opi
For
Page 8

MOUNTAIN DEW FESTIVAL

ing to archery and bowling. A
queen will be chosen, to succeed
Miss Judy Sexton, who was crownThe annual Mountain Dew Fes- ed queen of last year's event at the
tival at the University of Kentucky college.
Prestonsburg Community College,
April 20-22, will feature athletic
events between all Kentucky comRising Soviet incomes strain
munity colleges, from pole-vault- consumer supplies.

The Fulton News, Thursday, March 23, 1967
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Located in the Fulton Theatre Building on Main
Street. Mrs. Genette Giles and Miss Rebecca McKnight will work in the shop and will give you
every assistance in selecting your gifts.
WE INVITE YOU TO COME BY AND SEE THE

9

SANOWI

Mid-To
W.., pat.
last Side

New Spring Costume Jewelry
We have added a watch and jewelry

The Good ship New Orleans is steaming up the river to victory in the "bon voyage" membership drive
being conducted by the Kentucky Federation of the ElfliPW Clubs. The first district, of which Mrs. Remelts
Pigue is director, is chugging alongside with the Belle of Louisville for first place. Shown here in the photo,
admiring the First District's luxury membership stea ner, are, left to right: Miss Julia Overton, director
of district two; Mrs. Mary Apperson, presidnt of the Paducah c!uls; Rebecca Dew of the Emblem Club at
Mayfield; Mrs. Henrietta Culver, immediat past state president, and Mrs. Ruth Snazelle, state membership chairman.

low softly can you tread these days? Roy Taylor, left, and Colonel C.
V. Burrow answer that question as they install the first sidewalk caret, perhaps, in the City of Fulton. Laying the carpet in front of Col.
*.urrow's real estate office is J. V. Henry of S. P. Moore and Company.

Effective February 1, 1967, Kenutky employers who have more
han $2,500 in Social Security taxes
.nd withheld Federal income tax
or any month in a calendar guar.
er are required to deposit such
axes twice a month in the succeedng quarter. This is required wheher or not the employment taxes
or such succeeding quarter reach
he $2,500 level.

the close of each semimonthly period, that is, 3 banking days after
the first and the fifteenth of each
month.
The deadline for making the
semimonthly deposit of payroll
taxes on wages paid March 1
through 15, is March 20, 1967.
Mr. Hooks said that employers
who have less than $2,500 in payroll
taxes for each month in the pre
ceding quarter should continue to
make deposits on a monthly basis
for each month in which the taxes
payable exceed $100.

Expensive

When it comes to cost per mile
Mr. G. C. Hooks, District Direc- of operation, is there any vehicle
more
expensive than a supermaror of Internal Revenue in Kenucky, said the deposits must be ket shopping cart?
node within 3 banking days after
— News, Russell, Kan.

Prompt, courteous service. All repair work
guaranteed

BOB McKNIGHT, Owner

Buy a Frigidaire

JET ACTION WASHER
g MATCHING GAS DRYER
endsave-

We're out to increase our Frigidaire laundry sales.
To do it—we've tagged every new Frigidaire Washer
and Dryer with a low, low, "Buy Now" price. So
Hurry and Save!

Things you should know about
Frigidaire Jet Action

YOU

CAN

WIN

UP TO

• Patented Deep Action Agitator creates surging jet
currents to give all your wash Deep Action cleaning.
•Jet-Away lint removal. Jet-Away rinse "jets" lint,
scum out of tub—no lint trap to clean.
•Jet spirt cuts drying time!
• Reduces tangling! Clothes come out so loose and
easy even apron strings seldom snarl!
• Automatic Soak Cycle loosens dirt and grime ...
four wash and rinse temperature combinations
and more!

$1000.00

PLUS INSTANT CASH AND
A & P PRODUCT PRIZES

Things you should know about
Frigidaire Gas Dryers

NO PURCHASE REQUIRED TO PLAY
One FREE Game Slip Per
Store Vieli To Each Adult

CLIP THESE SLIPS
TO HELP YOU WIN!
SERIES 91827

Jet-Simple design for top dependability!

•Gas is economical and fast.
•Low-flame, lint-free pilot.
• Lift-up top provides quick access to all gas Components.
•Just set exact drying minutes on the Timer and
away you go.
• Gentle Flowing Heat pampers your fabrics—dries
them billowy soft, fresh as all outdoors.
• No-stoop Dacron lint screen is on door.

BUY BOTH $4.50
FOR ONLY Per Week

SERIES 91827

5

NO GEARS
TO WEAR OUT.

;500 GAME

DOUBLE
PROTECTION!
101% WEEK

A FEW Of The MANY WINNERS IN THIS AREA
Mrs. Virginia McCianaham
P. Williams
Mrs. Art Radd
Sara Bland
Lewis Kimbro
Carol Morgan
Mrs. Carl Rogers
Paul Ward
Dorothy Jackson

J.

Mary Hughes
Nora Lynch
Lillian Hawks
Carole Humphreys
Mrs. Leland Jewell
Betty Pearson
Carl James
Mn. H. L. Bushart

Grace Robey
Mrs. J. T. Burrow
Mrs. P. C. Jones
Madge McNatt
Mildred Moore
Hugh Fly
Rena Hayes

kcas/

YEAR FRIGIDAIRE PROTECTION PLAN FOR BOTH
WASHER AND DRYER...backed by General Motors!
WASHER: One-year Warranty for rep* of any
defect without charge, plus four-year Protection
Plan for furnishing replacement for any defective
part In the complete transmission, drive motor,
or large capacity water pumpl

DRYER: One-year Warranty for repair of any
defect without charge, plus four-year Protection
Plan for furnishing replacement for any defective
part of the drive system, consisting of drum shaft,
drum bearing, pulleys and drive motor.

appuatice
OPEN
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1-Day

"FOUR FLOORS OF FINE FURNITURE"
301 WALNUT STREET

FULTON. KY.
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Option Offered On Site
For Fulton Substation
bowling. A
to succeed
was crownevent at the

rues

strain

FULTON, Ky., March
-The
Fulton City Commission has offered Fulton Electric System an
option to purchase a one-acre
site for a power substation at a
cost of $1,730.
The land is located on Stephen
Beale Drive.
The site, part of a tract of
land now leased to Ferry-Morse
Co., will not be available for
sale until 1973, but it may be
subleased if Fe rr y-M or se is

Main
ca Mcye you

agreeable to such a plan.
The council's motion provided
for an annual rental fee of $173.
A Memphis engineering firm
employed by the Fulton Electric
System recommended a site in
the vicinity of Ferry-Morse for
the proposed substation.
The commission also discussed a ceremony to be held
On May 1, the date when Fulton
Electric System starts receiving
TVA power. Mayor Gilbert DeMyer and Milton Exum have
been named to be in charge of
Customers will not 'receive
their first bill on the FES new
rates until the July billing.

Heller Plan
Backed By
Breathitt

SANDWICHES - PLATES

Mid-Town Barbecue

E THE

lry
ork
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LAUNDRY
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'S. ruiron
201 W. St. Line
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ia079
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Used Cars
1965 CHEVROLETImpala
hardtop, 2-door, 327 engin*, straight drive, red
inside and out; Ky. car.
1965 Chevrolet pickup; long
wide bed, 6-cylinder,
straight drive. Green; one
owner, Tenn. title low
mileage. Trade-in on new
truck.
1965 CHEVROLET pickup,
short wide bed, 6 cyl,
straight shift, blue; Ky.
tags; new truck trade-in.
1965 Corvair Mama Cony. 4speed, red and red Inside;
new car truk-in
1945 BUICK LeSabre 4-doer sedan; power and air; white
outside. Trade-in on new
Buick.
1964 FORD 2-door hardtop,
Galaxisi 500 red fastback
straight shift, vinyl
trim, one owner. Tenn,
tine; traded in on new
1944 Impala 2-door hardtop, 6
cylinder straight; air; Ky.
tags; brown. New car
trade-in.
1944 CORVETTE; 2 tops, grey
color, 300 Hp, 4 speed;
Tenn. title; traded in on
new Chevelle.
1964 CHEVROLET Impala 2-dr
hardtop VI, Pg, radio;
white, red inside, Ky. car;
we sold it new. Traded in
on '67 Colvvrolet
1964 Chev Biscayne 4-dr. 6 eyl,
straight; Beige, Ky, Car,
1 owner.
1964 CHEVROLET pickup, 6c yl, narrow, short bed,
green, Ky. tags, traded in
on new pickup.
1963 FORD fastback Gal•xie
500, 2-door hardtop,
Fordomatic, power steering, one owner, Ky. tags.
Tourquoise with a white
top. Traded in on new
Camaro.
1963 Cervair Monza 2-dr 4.
speed; Gold color, bucket
seats; new car trade-in
1943 International Scout pickup
4-wheel drive; Ky.
1963 Fairish, 500, 4-door sedan, V-8.
Fordomatic,
bronze. Kentucky car.
1962 Chevrolet Impala, 4-door
sedan, gray, power steering and power brakes, 327
Cu. In. engine. Tennessee
car.
191 Olds power and air, Gray,
New car trade-in. Ky. tags.
1960 OLDSMOBILE "98" 4door sedan; power steering and brakes; a nice
car. Ky. tags, local car;
traded in an a new Buick
Special.

— Gov.
LOUISVILLE
Edward T. Breathitt told state
school board officials to "put
the pressure" on Kentucky congressmen to support the Heller
plan.
Breathitt said the plan for returning a percentage of federal
tax revenues to the states would
provide "millions and millions
of dollars" for Kentucky, "... a
large portion of which, I am
sure, would go for education."
The governor addressed the
31st annual convention of local
school district board members
Tuesday.
Breathitt also urged that all education groups "present a
unified front to the next governor and to the 1968 General
Assembly.
':If a split develops among the
powerful education groups, then
our total school program will
suffer," Breathitt added. He
gild the state's school boards
should "inform fiscal courts
and the citizens of your communities about the financial
Problems facing your local
schools."
Breathitt also noted that the
average teacher salary per year
should reach approximately S6,400 next year, "nearly doubling
what it was eight short years
ago."

% GALAXIE 500 4-door sedan,
390 engine, automatic steering; dark blue, factory warranty
66 MUSTANG, cruisomatic; extra clean, one owner Fulton
car; candy-apple red.
66 MUSTANG
V8, 4-speed,
8,000 miles; white, red interior
65 GALAXIE SOO 4-door sedan;
steering, brakes, 390 engine,
cruisomatic, vinyl
trim,
tinted glass; silver blue;
extra clean
65 FALCON Future 6; 4-door,
automatic, one owner, low
mileage; turquoise blue; a
local car
64 FORD
GALAXIE 2-door
hardtop, a 1-owner car;
Burgundy with gold vinyl
trim ;air conditioned; sold
new by us
65 PONTIAC LeMans 4-door
sedan; air conditioned, power steering, extra clean; now
car trade-in.
64 CHEVROLET BelAir 4-door
sedan; 6, straight shift; extra clean, white and red
trim.
63 FORD Galaxi• 8 sedan;
Beige; one owner; sold new
by us.
63 FORD Custom sedan, 6-cyl;
one owner; sold new by us;
blue & white.
63 FAIRLANE SOO 2-door hardtop V8; straight shift; white
with red interior; one owner.
62 FAIRLANE SOO 2-door sedan; 8; nice car.
61 PONTIAC Catalina hardtop;
41,000 actual miles; light
blue.
62 FALCON; good economy
Car.

CHEVROLET Impala sedan;
power steering and brakes;
extra clean.
60 CHEVROLET Impala convertible; local car, real
sharp; white with red interior.

60

1948
1958
1957
1955
1957
1950
1957
1959
1957
1957
1955
1957

CHEV 2-ton truck
FORD wagon, white
BUICK 4-door, blue
BUICK 4-door
CHEV pickup, red
CHEV pickup, blue
PONTIAC 4-door
CHEV 4-dr. with air
FORD wagon
CHEV 4-dr; green
CHEV pickup, white
FORD 4-dr; brown

$150
$175
$150
$ 35
$475
$275
$ 50
$200
$ 6S
$275
$375
$145

joieTAYLOR
v.-Buick.Inc.
FULTON, KY.
Used Car Int 472-3341 nibs
Kelm office 472-248e

59 GMC 2-ton truck,
61 CHEVROLET pickup.
Several older pickups

VARDEN
FORD SALES
Mayfield Highway
Fulton Phone 472-1621
Glenn Starks,
Grady and Gaylen Vardar+
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Fulton Club To
Have 'Evening
•
Of MUSIC

S. Fulton And Federal
Officials Will Confer
SOUTH FULTON, Tenn.,
/—South Fulton city officials are making plans to
meet with Department of Housing and Urban Development officials in Atlanta next month to
present final application for a
neighborhood facilities building
here.
Max Valentine, Memphis,
Tenn., architect who designed
the proposed center, also will
meet with the group.
Plans were discussed at a
meeting of the South Fulton
Commission Tuesday night.
4 was also announced that
POI Harris and Jack Maddox,
city employes, will attend the
Tennessee Natural Gas Association school in Memphis on
March 22-24.
A dog situation on West Pa7
duc,ah Street was discussed fol*
lowing complaints of several
residents. It also was reported
that many dogs are not being
confined, according to terms of
a city ordinance, and the commission authorized the chief of

police to warn residents that
any dogs running loose will be
shot.
The city manager was instructed to investigate the possibility of obtaining a radio system for the fire station on a
trial basis, before deciding
whether to purchase one.
An appropriations ordinance
was adopted following the third
and final reading and the commission gave final approval to
fluoridation of the city's water
supply.
DWAIN MeINTOSft

Four Counties
Get 0E0 Grants
WASHINGTON
Four
Southeastern Kentucky counties
hcve been awarded $79,802 in
federal funds, the Office of Economic Opportunity announced
Thursday. The counties are
Wayne, Pulaski, Clinton and
McCreary. The money will be
used for a 12-month program,
which includes a community
self-help project,

Wingo
Gets New
Post

Wants
Ruling
Clarified

FRANKFORT
- John
W. Wingo was promoted to director of institutions in the department of corrections Friday,
in addition to his duties as superintendent of Kentucky State
Penitentiary at Eddyville.
He succeeds Harold E. Black,
who was promoted to deputy
commissioner.
Wingo was acting commis
sioner from last September,
when Gov. Edward T. Breathitt
relieved Joseph G. nnon, until Sture V. Westerberg was
named commissioner March 6.
Black was acting deputy commissioner since September as
well.
Wingo had repeatedly removed himself from consideration
for the commissioner' position,
saying he wanted to return to
Eddyville, where he has been
superintendent since March,
1965.
Black's salary will be $16,056
a year. Wingo's will be $13,860
a year.
He has been warden of Eddyville since early 1965.

FRANKFORT (. • —Lt. Gov.
Harry Lee Waterfield asked
Tuesday that Transportation
Secretary Alan S. Boyd explain
how he could exempt Kentucky
from going on Daylight Saving
Time next month.
Waterfield's letter to Boyd
was in response to news stories
citing assurances by the secretary that he would not enforce
the federal Uniform Time Act
against Kentucky this year.
These statements were in response to a request by Gov. Edward T. Breathitt, who has said
be would not call a special session of the legislature on the
time issue because it would cost
the state $250,000 needlessly.
Waterfield has said he would
call such a session to take up
the time issue if Breathitt ever
left the state.
Sought Reprieve
The only way a state permanently can keep from going
on Daylight Saving Time from
the last Sunday in April to the
last Sunday in October is by legislative act. Since Kentucky did
not have a regular legislative
session between the time the
federal act was passed and
when it is to go into effect,
Breathitt sought a reprieve until 1968.
"My interest is to know the
substance of your ruling ... if
in fact you have ruled, that the
federal Uniform Tihie Act will
not apply to Kentucky this
yaar," Waterfield told Boyd. "I

SEAT COVER
CLEARANCE SALE
32 sets to choose from
FR '40 up ta '66 models
Colored Covers
$ 8.24
$13.39
Clear Plastic Covers
Installation not included
Sales tax included
*• * 4
See Bob Meshew

Taylor Chev-Buick, Inc.

59 FORD pickup; 6-cyl
61 OLDS Super 88, 4-dr. with
power
62 CHEVROLET Chevy II 2-dr.
hardtop
61 FORD 4.dr, local car
60 CHEV 4-dr, 6-cyl; automatic; local car
56 FORD pickup, local
60 CHEV 4.dr;local
60 VOLKSWAGEN, local
57 CHEV; local
56 CHEV 2-dr automatic V8
60 DODGE, local
59 MERCERY
local,
4-dr;
clean
58 THUNDERBIRD
20-25 other cars, trucks

WILSON MOTORS
Dial 4723367
side
North bypass;
Ky._
_

Of interest to Homemakers

McIntosh
Joins Ward
Campaign
FRANKFORT, Ky.
Dwain McIntosh, former Paducahan who has been executive
assistant and press secretary
to Lt. Gov. Harry Lee Waterfield, will go to work in Henry
Ward's campaign for governor.
"I wish him well," said Waterfield, an opponent of the
Breathitt administration who is
considering running for governor against Ward.
Waterfield has said he will
not support Ward even if he
doesn't run against him. He
also said he wouldn't support
A. B. (Happy) Chandler, ally
In bygone days.
Neither Waterfield nor McIntosh professed any political
significance in the move by the
former Paduciih —Stilatelh(grat
oewsman.
Waterfield repeated that he
would not endorse Ward.
McIntosh left the Sun-Democrat in 1961 to accept a position
in the Gov. Bert T. Combs administration's Department of
•
Public Information.
He had been with the n5117paper 2/
1
2 years—joining soon
after his discharge from the
paratroopers.
In 1963 he left the department
to take a position in the campaign organization of Waterfield.
After Waterfield was elected in
the race that resulted in defeat
of Chandler by Gov. Breathitt,
McIntosh became an aide in
Waterfield's office.
Son of Mr. and Mrs. W. E.
McIntosh of Paducah, he graduated from Tilghman High
School in 1953. He was a star
an the Tilghman basketball
team that went to the state finals that year.

should also like to request that
you send me a copy of your ruling.

Carroll Hubbard
Files For Senate

'Basic Principle'
"We are interested not only
because of the time question
involved, but also because of the
basic principle involved.
"Surely we have come to a
sad state of affairs if a bureaucratic ruling can set aside an
act of Congress by any manner
other than that provided in the
act."
Because of the reports that
Kentucky will not be under the
Uniform Time Act this year,
Waterfield said, "various Kentucky cities in both the Eastern
and Central time zones have
begun to pass ordinances for
Daylight Saving Time, which
simply means that the people of
Kentucky are being subjected
this summer to four different
times."
The Ashland City Commission
voted Monday night to go on
Daylight Saving Time this summer, so as to be on the same
schedule as neighboring Ohio
and West Virginia. Covington
Mayor Bernard Eichholz has
said he plans to ask for a similar resolution from his commission,

FRANKFORT
—Carroll
Hubbard Jr., Mayfield attorney,
filed Friday as a Democratic
candidate for state senator from
the First District.
Hubbard, a native of Murray,
seeks to represent Graves, Marshall, Carlisle, Hickman and Fulton counties in the state senate.

FULTON, Ky.,
—The
Music Department is today announcing the annual "Evening
of Music," which will be held
May 1, at the Woman's Club
clubhouse.
Last year was the first time
the annual event had sponsored
young people, and being a success, it was decided to have a
youth concert again this year.
Final plans were made at the
regular meeting Tuesday night
held at the home of Mrs. Robert
Morgan in Deepwood, with Mrs.
Win Whitnel as co-hostess.
The business session was conducted by the chairman, Mrs.
Charles Gregory, assisted by
the secretary, Mrs. Norman
White and the treasurer, Mrs.
Sammy Haddad. Miss Maude
Morris gave a review of current
events.
The program was presented by
Mrs. Frank Welch, her topic being "M usic — the Universal
Language."
Reports were given from the
the Junior Music Club and Beethoven Club.
The Music Department for
many years has tried to sponsor
musical events for the corn-

munity, emphasizing good music. At Christmas, they sponsored
the Murray State University
Choir, directed by Robert Baer.
The annual Evening of Music
will be held during National
Music Week.
The hostesses served refreshments to 15 members.

CLOSEOUT!
True's Inside Semi-Gloss

Long Handle
Bound Pointed
SHOVELS __ $2.25

PAINT
All Colors

$2.00 Gallon
50c Quart
A. Huddleston Co.
Fulton

Reg. $1.99 Women's
White Canvas Sneakers

Duck Uppers:
Sizes 41
/
2 - 10
Crepe Type Sole

Finest Quality Spring
Steel fully guaranteed

ail/wad Salvage ea
Lake St - Fulton K .

And Win This
Post Hole
DIGGER
—if you are
closest when
pig is weighed
next

TEMCO

SOUTH FULTON DEALER
300 BROADWAY
479-2430

TRACTOR IMPLEMENT MOTIVE PARTS INC

Ready to welcome you with amazingly
low

priced farm supplies

owner

nis

Ken Sterling.

KIN-IENt4 \ST° sAUS
The
SICKLE & TOOL GRINDER
priced at only $11.60.
Has 4'2" x 3" sickle cone
Sez:
Let me show you this hand-I
some '62 Cadillac 4-donr DeVille
sedan. It has full power and air,
a-nd good tires, and the coral
color really sets it off. See it
am' get our price on it!

j

.1 Ken-Tenn

Auto Sales

and 5" x 1" tool grinding wheel.

TINY
TOGGERT
ulton, Ky

Plow Colter Blades Notched or plain (16-17-18)
Reg. $4 to $12
Our price, each
$2.00
Lynch Pins, Reg. 35c
5 for
79c
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FULTON, Ky..
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Donald
Cherry of Fulton announce the
engagement of their niece, Sheri
Lou Elliott, to Stanley Mark
Jeffress, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Morye R. Jeffress, also of Fulton.
Miss Elliott is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Gerald M. Elliott of Detroit, Mich., and the
granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs.
James Ronald Elliott of Crutchfield, and the late Mr. and Mrs.
John Latta of Water Valley.
Mr. Jeffress is the grandson
of Sylveger Jeffress of Crutchfield and the late Mrs. Jeffress,
and the late Mr. and Mrs. J. G.
Wade of Cayce.
Miss Elliott is a graduate of
Fulton High School and will receive a bachelor of science degree in elementary education in
May from Murray State University. She is a member of Alpha
Omicron Pi, social sorority.
Mr. Jeffress is a graduate of
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DOWNTOWN SCENE IN FULTON, around 1900: The famous Meadows Hotel block in its
heyday, shown on a well-preserved postcard mailed from Fillton in 1910 by B. A. Winston to Wingo, Ky. This picture was taken standing on the Main Street rail crossing facing
southeast. Note dirt streets and banner over store window advertising $1.60 corsets for
80c. Hotel later burned. (Card loaned the publishers by Bob BinforcL)

Cathy Elliott
Gets Scholarship
To UT At Martin
FULTON, Ky.,
Miss Cathy Elliott, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. M. G. Elliott of
Fulton Rt. 2, has been awarded
a scholarship to the University
of Tennessee at Martin.
This scholarship is one of two
given annually by the Lear Sigler Corporation of Union City,
Tenn., where her father is employed.
Miss Elliott is a senior at
South Fulton High School. She
is majoring in math, science
and home economics, She is a
member of the South Fulton
FHA, the 1967 Devilier staff and
the Campus Teen Club.

Which House Is
Your Castle?
Three centuries ago, an English
judge proclaimed that "a man's
house is his castle."
Almost two centuries ago, the
Fourth Amendment to the Constitution forbade any "unreasonable
search"-of a private dwelling.
And today, the safety of a
person's house from governmental
intrusion still ranks as one of the
most distinctive hallmarks of a
free land.
But which "house" is the law
talking about?
Obviously it means a house that
you own and live in. And it includes a house or apartment that
you occupy as a tenant.
Summer cottage? House trailer?
Hotel room? All these too, since
they are places of dwelling, ordinarily share the constitutional
guarantee of privacy.

Typhoid Shots Not
Necessary In Flood
Areas, Doctor Says
FRANKFORT
— State
Epidemilogist C. Hernandez declared that typhoid shots are
not necessary for residents of
flood-stricken Kentucky areas.
Dr. Hernandez noted that only
39 known typhoid carriers live
in the state and said Kentucky's
average annual number of confirmed 'cases has been only 12
for the past five years. He said
communities could spend their
time and money better on programs against tetanus and diptheria.
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The protection may also reach
beyond the house itself. Courts
have held it to include a householder's adjacent garage and a
farmer's nearby barn. In both
cases, the courts felt that the constitutional shelter should cover all
areas reasonably within the ambit
of family life.
Does this mean that the home is
a privileged sanctuary for crime?
Not at all. A house may indeed
be searched under proper circumstances—for example, if the police
first obtain a warrant, or are in
the process of making a lawful
arrest.
For then the search is -reasonable." not forbidden by the constitutional ban. As a United States
Supreme Court justice said in
upholding rightful searches:
"The framers of the Constitution only intended to restrain the
abuse, not abolish the power."
But without such justifying circumstances, a house stands secure
against the inroads of officialdom.
An English statesman, Sir William
Pitt, gave the doctrine its classical
expression:
"The poorest man may in his
cottage bid defiance to all the
force of the Crown. It may be
frail; its roof may shake: the wind
may blow through it; the storms
may enter, the rain may znter—
but the King of England cannot
enter; all his forces dare not cross
the threshold of the ruined tenement!"
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Fulton High School. He attend- ed Union University and will
receive a bachelor of science
degree in business administration in May from Murray State
University.
He is a member of Sigma
Alpha Epsilon social fraternity.
A June wedding is planned.

ELVIS PRESLEH
Excitement! Adventure under the sea!
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FULTON
"A" rating for adults

PitAVOUNI PICTUAES

"MY" rating for mature young
people
"Y" rating for young people
"GA" rating for general audience
(family)
"C" rating for children, unaccompanied
"NCA" rating for pictures on
which
no
classification Is
available.
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NOW LOCATED IN OUR NEW HOME in Ricevilla (Just a few dozen feet from the intersection
of US 51 and 45). Our brand-new building and
surrounding display lots feature ALL of our implements and ALL of our equipment at one convenient location!
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rDept. of Public Information.
Section POS
Capitol A
Diós
Frankfort, Ky 40601

An American Bar Association pub1k service feature by Will Bernard.

Please send, without obligation.
information on Kentucky's parks
and shrines.

@1967 American Bar Association
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Busy

Address

OTTAWA — In Canada, total
sales by manufacturing affiliates of U.S. firms increased
sharply in 1965 to $13.4 billion.

Crty
LState

Zip

FARMER!
Call Cayce Lime Company
FOR YOUR
Lime And Fertilizer Spreading
• C

*

•

L.—TANK-

*

*

Phone 838-6261 Cayce, Kentucl,cy 1

JOHN DEERE

NETI
TRACTOR COMPANY

*

Bulk or bag fertilizer .. . . top quality
lime ... meets State specifications

L

Fulton, Ky.

Sheri Lou Elliott And
Stanley Mark Jeffress
Plan June Wedding

MeadoW'sillock, Fulton, 1(y.___

SEE THE NEW 132 1. p. John Deer 5020
Diesel, the world's most powerful row-crop
tractor.

--Now In Our New Location-U. S. 45-51 BYPASS (RICEVILLE)

0.110
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•••••
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CAN THE LAW SAVE?
This writer does not wear clerical
garb, but somehow when he visits
a church away from home, someone
is apt to step up to him and ask:
Are you by any chance a minister?"
Acts 13 tells how this once happened to Paul and Barnabas. They
had entered a synagogue as strangers and simply sat down to listen
After the reading of the law and
the prophets," however, the leaders
.sent someone to ask
of the service
them: "If ye men and brethren
have some word of exhortation for
the people, say on" (Vers. 14, 15).

Somehow Paul and Barnabas had
been recognized as men of God.
The custom at that time was to
read a passage from the law and
then some passage in which the
prophets urged the people to observe the law. This was followed
by an exhortation by one or more
of the religious leaders present.
Well, Paul did have a word of
exhortation for the people, but it
would be sotnewhat of a surprise.
Getting to the point of his message,
he preached to them Christ and the
resurrection and closed his talk with
the words: "Bert known unto you,

therefore, meo and brethren, that
by this Man is preached unto you
the forgiveness of sins; and by Hint
all that believe are justified from
all things, from which ye could not
be justified by the law of Moses"
(Vers. 38, 39).
This was the gist of his "exhortation": Don't trust in the law for
salvation—trust in Christ, who died
for your sins. This makes sense
and it agrees with the Bible as a
whole. "By the law is the knowledge of sin" (Rom. 3:20); "it was
added because of transgressions"
(Gal. 3:19); "for as many as are
of the works of the law are under a
curse" (Gal. 3:10); but "Christ
bath redeemed us from the curse of
the law, being made a curse for us"
(Gal. 3:13). "Therefore we conclude that a man is justified by
faith, without the deeds of the law"
•
(Rom. 3:23).
It should be obvious that the
law can only condemn sinners, but
it is also a fact that Christ died for
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Nomination
Of Combs
Approved
— PresWASHINGTON
ident Johnson's nomination of
former Gov. Bert Combs of
Kentucky to be a judge of the
6th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals was approved by a Senate
Judiciary subcommittee Tuesday
after a brief heating.
Only witnesses at the hearing,
in addition to Combs, a Democrat, were the state's two Republican senators, John Sherman Cooper and Thruston B.
Morton, both of whom strongly
endorsed him.
The endorsements led Chair
man James 0. Eastland, D
presiding at the heating,
;to inqure smilingly "how did
you get these Republicans to
support you?"
Morton quipped back that
Combs "is too big a threat."
Combs, 54, is a native of
Manchester, Ky., a graduate of
the University of Kentucky, a
lawyer, a former judge of the
Kentucky Court of Appeals and
governor from 1959 to 1963.
Cooper said Combs is "known
widely for his competence," that
he was a successful lawyer, was
an outstanding judge and "as
governor had an outstanding
record."
Morton said he knows of no
one "more qualified" for the
judicial post.
The 6th circuit embraces Ohio,
;Michigan, Kentucky and Tennessee.

Combs
Resigns
Ward Post

Fulton, Ky.

FRANKFORT (AP)—Former
Gov. Bert Combs said Friday
he is resigning as cochairman
of the Henry Ward for Governor campaign because of his
anticipated appointment as a
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of avoiding any appearance of
partisanship," Combs said. "
.1
am also terminating my legal
practice."
Ward, the state administration's choice for the Democratic
gubernatorial nomination, now
is aided by Foster Ockerman,
who was cochairman with
Combs and becomes chairman;
Emerson Beauchamp, organizational chairman; and Robert
Bell and Edward Farris, vice
chairmen.

federal judgc.
Combs appreared before a Senate subcommittee this week and
the appointment was recommended by both senators from
Kentucky.
Three more steps are necessary for appointment — action
by the full Senate committee,
the Senate itself and President
Johnson's formal appointment.
"I feel that I should terminate
my association with the campaign now ... in the interest

...the jewel tone
for Spring!
Choose this rich neutral
shade to blend with
your pales, to underline
your brights.
collar pump outlined
with skip stitching.
great look from
the Spring collection
in Harper's Bazaar

.Seen
$12.99

ay FAMILY SHOE STORE

sinners, to save them from the condemnation of the law. "Therefore,
being justified by faith we have
peace with God, through our Lord
Jesus Christ" (Rom. 5:1).

FULTON., KENTUCKY
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FABULOUS FASHIONS,
FANTASTIC SAVINGS!

Ladies' Gorgeous Spring Fashions!

CHOOSE ONE OF THESE REG.'119.95 DELUXE 5-PC. MARL DIET=
AT OUR SPECIAL '99 SALE PRICE AND GET 2 MATCHING CHAIRS MEE!

2 and 3-PIECE SUITS
$7.00 to $11.00

,

Your Choice

95

Ladies Flailies and
Little Heels

Riceiction
; and
Jr incon.

You SAVE $49.90
ON
5-PC SET

FREE CHAIRS

Seamless Dress Sheers
•FIRST Quality,

2 MATCHING CHAIRS
-REG. $15.00 EACHFREE WHEN YOU
BUY ANY OF THESE
5-PC. SETS!

•BETTER Fit and Wear!
Plastic top Italian Walnut
•
table 36" x 48"s 60",
4 hour-glass chairs in youi
choice of brilliant vinyl
coven Bronze-tone trim

Gold inlay on simulated white leather
42" round table Extends to 60" 4 Man
tine Gold chairs, bronze-tone trim

'fairs Fres: A
pair of bright yi.
myl corer Moho
Hour Glass chairs
IS match ear Italia. Waleson S-pc,
set yin purchased: Soot 7 Wooed of SI

'On

PRS.
Sy hoissid maker, idoMical to $1.35 brandad lossiory Sownion ...loop
los coostoodiars Coniplontsat year spring cosboviss wall those smooth'Wag show It... in wish solodion of subslo shwass.

Yours Frog, A
pair Si colorist
Autumn Sun-Gold
chairs with walnut wood grain
backs to match
the Walnut inlay
5-pc. set you put
chased!

LADIES SHOES
Many Styles And Colors

Plastic top Walnut table with diamond
inlay, 36- x 48" x 60" Extra resistant to
chips, cracks, stains 4 chairs, walnut wood
grain and autumn sun-gold vinyl covers
Sill

Edsird Tshl,s

MENS SPRING

SUITS

top tor
ruts br-ser. rod i-.1siet

Snits match •obit

Just Arrived!
See these N-E-W
Styles for Spring!

$22.50

307 Broadway
eseutlo Fulton_

ANY
2 CHAIRS!

Exit

$9995
table & 4 choirs

Nu" trocke
(

Largo Lcorlois

tabic legs
ins.Vir, mowing.
Lest-lotslow
'easier;
marring, VV.
betty' support

Heavy Vinyl

---* 0'<ht.
Etre., hi iv, vinyl upholi,
tory for enduring boiruly
I,' cli in.ng

FREE DELIVERY OF FURNITURE TO YOUR HOME

Easy
Terms
Free
Delivery

Phone

472-1501

Fulton, Ky.
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Reelfoot Smoked 14 to 18 lb. Average

HAMS
REELFOOT

LARGE FRESH

HENS Ht9

whole

(BUTT HALF)

KREY or SWIFT PREMIUM WHOLE FULLY

REELFOOT

BRISKET or ROUND

Smoked Hams lb. 55c Cooked Hams lb. 59c Corned Beef lb. 89c Franks 12-oz pkg. 39c
Smoked Hams lb. 45c Gourmet Hams lb. 99c Sausage
2 lbs. 79c Sliced Bacon lb. 59c
REELFOOT (SHANK HALF)

SLAB (REELFOOT)

REELFOOT CORN VALLEY PORK

KREY (COOKED BONELESS)

U.S. Government Inspected Choice
CANNED

99 Ti

Swill Pi

3 lb. Can

lEAK.951c HAMS
ZESTEE — STRAWBERRY

Cheese 2 lb. box 89c Wesson Oil 48-oz. 99c Preserves 2 lbs. 59c
Beef Stew 3for $1.00 Bath Soap bar 10c Preserves 2 lbs. 59c

:
-1 KREY 15 oz. 300 SIZE CAN

JERGEN'S

PHILADELPHIA — CREAM

STOKELY'S

ZESTEE — PEACH

46 oz CAN

FULTON PURE MILK — ALL STAR

FULTON PURE MILK — COTTAGE

PILLSBURY

8 5z.

(EASTER DINNER ROLLS)

Chicken Salad
Bean Salad
Prepared Slaw
Cream Pies

8 oz.
16 oz.
16 oz.
Each

Little And

Solid

AJAX

quarts 79c
lInx 69c

(Giant Size) — WASHING

Limit 5
Please)
er Value 1 1-4 lb. LoSu af

BLUE PLATE — PEANUT

Cheese
16-oz. 36c Rolls 8-oz. cans 29t Butter 12-oz. jar 39c
:Topping 10-oz. can 49c Milk 1/2 Gal. 51c Coconut 14-oz. bag 39c
E. W. JAMES — SWEET

JUBBY JR.

RE

3

Double Quality Stamps On Wednesday Plus Low Low Prices
Grade A Large

limit 3 doz.
please

EGGS
svirwrs

I

C

doz.

or TURNER'S

Sea Island No. 2 can — Pineapple

SUGARS

20 oz.

Pure Cane

limitI please
lb. ha
DEL MONTE 1 4oz. — TOMATO

CHASE & SANBORN — INSTANT —

Ice Milk V2 Gal. 49c Chunks 4 for $1.00 Coffee 6-oz. jar 79c Catsup
Ice Cream 1/2 Gal.69c Icrackers
lb. 23c Pinto Beans 4 lbs. 49c Juice
K

SWIFT'S

LANE

CRACKER BARREL

Red limit 2please

10 Lbs.

P.QTATOES
FLORIDA

5 EARS

EXTRA FANCY FLORIDA

Sweet Corn 5 ears 39c Celery

stalk

%Thy don't you discover for yourself what the South Fulton
Trading Area Has. When You Shop E. W. James and Sons
You Get Low - Low Prices. Its The Total On Your Food
Bill That Counts. See For Yourself, many thousands have.

55cI Baked
ec Fruit J
-3Ik Nacarl
lic - Apple

DUKE'S PURE VEGETABLE

Cheese 8-oz. pkg. 37c ORANGE JUICE 3 for$1.00 Oil 1
Dip
49c Sour Cream 8-oz. 37t Powders
8-oz.
KRAFT — READY

KICH'S (LOW CALORIE) — WHIPPED

Each

— FROM:4:11.IR !LUCRE

PURE VEG. OIL

SWIFT BROOKFIELD

I

BROWN EIGHT Great Northern Beans

or

ANANAS

LARGE BELL

10c Peppers

each 5c

We Will Be Closed All Day
Easter Sunday

Wonder
POTi

1

LUCKY

_

2 for 49 Pies
5 for 69c Flour

LD3BY'S 6 oz. CAN FROZEN — ORANGE

Extra Fancy Golden Ripe

144. es

BRIGHT S

Ocoma

PLi
J. S. NO. 1

Yellov

Fulton, Ky.
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U.S. Choice Corn Fed Hand Picked
Sirloin

OLD LOG CABIN

lb. 33c REELFOOT - SLICED-LUNCH MEAT Sausage
3 Pkgs For 88c Neck Bones
lb. 49c

kg. 39c
lb. 59c

PICKLE and PIMENTO
LIVER CHEESE
CHICKEN LOAF
SPICED LUNCH MEAT
SOUSE

(6 oz.
PKG.)
SIZE

FRESH MEATY

lb. 59c
lb. 19c

Reelfoot Homier Valley Sliced

BACON

Each

LB.

— FRoa OUR:KITCHENS —

8 oz.
16oz.
16oz.
Each

55c
ac
So
-910

Baked Beans
Fruit Jello
Macaroni Salad
-Apple Salad

PAW PAW

16 oz.
16 oz.
16 oz.
16 oz.

49c
39c
49c
59c

STEELS 300 SIZE

Solid

l(L

HYDE PARR CAN

Grape Juice 3qts. $1.00 Purple-Hull Peas 29c Biscuits 6 cans 49c
Apple Butler
29c Blackeye Peas 29c Potatoes 4 for $1.00
Tomatoes
lb. 25c Strawberries
29c Corn 20-oz. bag 39c
ONION
Spears 10-oz. box 49c Limas 20-oz. bag 39c Rings
8-oz. 35c
OLD VIRGINIA

22 oz JAR

U.S.No. 1 VINE RIPENED EXTRA FANCY

• imit 5
Please)
lb. Loaf

2 FO

5 lbs.
Z lin:

STEELE'S 300 SIZE

2 FOR

MARY LOU 2 1-2 SIZE CANS — SWEET

WINTERGARDEN — FROZEN 10 oz. Box

WINTERGARDEN FROZEN

LIBBY'S FROZEN — ASPARGUS

WINTERGARDEN FROZEN — BABY

WINTERGARDEN FROZEN

RODGERS — FROZEN

ZESTF:E — SALAD

DUXES PURE — CORN

Coconut
Coffee

6-oz. 33c Dressing quart 39c Oil 38-oz. bottle 79c
lb. 69c Tea 1/2 lb. box 59c Mayonnaise Qt. 59c

FOLGERS or CHASE & SANBORN

E. W. JAMES — OWN SPECIAL

KRAFT

Double Quail Stamps On Wednesday Plus Low Low Prices

ACHES
(Low
PEACHES

Sunblend Packed by Hunts N•x2q4
:
.1 1
4Pi
Clin

411,TO

HIPS

LUCKY —12PER BOX

FRENCH FRIED — FROZEN 2 Lb. Bag

PET INSTANT — NONFAT

3.2oz. Pkg.

C

REELFOOT

' for 49 Pies
3 for
Dry Milk pkg. 10c Lard
4 lbs. 59c
Flour 25 lbs. $1.89 Starch 22-oz. can 59c Tomatoes 5 cans $1.00 Mustard 2 lb. jar 21c
— ORAN

BRIGHT STAR

STA FLO — SPRAY

HUN'S 141-2 oz CAN — CALIFORNIA

GOLD MEDAL — PURE PREPARED

2 lb.

Bunnys Angel Food

C
Each
• S. NO. 1 TEXAS

PILLSBURY No Calorie Food Sweetner

JACK SPRAT

26 oz. Size Box

Jack Sprat Tall Can—Evaporated

. 29c Yellow Onions lb.10c Sweet 106-oz. hot. 69c Salt 26-oz. size box 10c Milk

SO
N
MARKET

S AN CI

LIPER

We Will Be Closed All Day
Easier Sunday

14 1-2 oz.

3 cans 47c

)
Your No. 4 Quality Stamp coupons Are Good This
Week For 300 Free Quality Stamps, Plus You Receive !
Low- Low Everyday Prices, Plus Weekend Specials. i

Fulton, K
Fulton, Ky.
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Laundry Center built around
automatic washer and dryer has these features:
space to store soiled clothes (sorted by type of load into six bins), storage for laundry aids,
sink for pretreating stains and heavy soils, space to sort and fold clothes, storage for clothes
before ironing, provision for ironing, closet for hanging clothes .. . and a TV set.

MAY

CL
USED

FREE!

******Ileslesitelulultelloln18411

20

REGISTER FOR A FREE GAS DRYER NOW!
There is no obligation to buy anything and
you do not have to be present to win this dryer.
Drawing will be made on May 20.
Register at the store of any participating gas appliance dealer (See list elsewhere on this page).
He who expects a brooni closet
may br surprised to find this
efficient gas hot water heater
built into the kitchen wall.

t (ounter-height gas hot water
heater lit• inconspicuously into
kitchen decor as well as that of
other rooms.

Now Is The Time To Buy Your
GAS RANGE
GAS SPACE HEATER
GAS HOT WATER HEATER
GAS FURNACE
GAS CLOTHES DRYER
GAS PARTY GRILL
GAS OUTDOOR LIGHTS

********************************************
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Select your gas equipment from any of these
participating Fulion firms:

ELECTRIC & FURNITURE CO.
BENtirrr
I
Main

2-oedroo
condition.
Located at
um.

.41111610.4111M111
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Good 3-L
new roof,
Located on
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An extra
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heat. Loca
Highlanda.

Street

! FULTON HARDWARE & FURNITURE CO.
I
G AND H DISCOUNT FURNITURE
I
and
I
GRAHAM FURNITURE COMPANY
I
Main at
I
SNALLMAN SHEET METAL COMPANY
I
I
WESTERN AUTO STORE

Oil Station,
be an extr

i

I

Lake Street

Kentucky Ayes.

4th

Mulberry

AWell, well, Gravy goes for gas dryers, too! Caught in the art is
popular series, "The Beverly Hill3rene Ryan, "Granny" on thebillies."
:.

i

48 acres of
provements
Tennessee.

I

197 acre
cated in W.
southeast c
This farm
tivation an
bank for a
plenty of b
of good IN

i

i

I

100 acres
new house
ed on blaci
is a good t
sion soon.

Olive Street

Lake
fewe.
"' 1111.1""um"+low.
'
1111.11°
11.11'
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A great Day for singing ... but Doris Day proves that being the
nation's #1 box office star hasn't affected her homey touch.

Street
emi.gumi
,
4aem...amal..dow -ineow

CITY OF FULTON
GAS UTILITY SYSTEM

Beautifu
dowview
lucky.

Beautiful
lands.
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Fulton, Ky.
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SIFIED

CONVALESCENT ITEMS
Wheelchairs, crutches, walkers,
etc. are for rent or for sale at
SOUTHSIDE DRUG - 479-2262.

WE HAVE GOOD BUYERS look-

Sao Ate
imidoe 440a...

ing for real estate in this area, If
you want to sell property, call or ;
see Cannon Agency, South Fulton, I
Tennessee; phone 479-2651.
al
-

SOMETHING TO SELL
OR
A SERVICE TO OFFER?
If you knocked on 17 doors in
the Fulton trade area every day,
for the next year, you will visit
the same number of homes as
read this page every week.

and

lures:
indry aids,
Dr clothes

CLEANEST

OW!
and
ryer.

***31ulolc

(..

1

DOWNTOWN SCENE ON LAKE STREET, AROUND 1900: Old postcard was mailed from
Fulton to B. A. Winston at Dukedom July 26, 1907 and the postoffice was evidently staying open till 8:00 p. m. back in those days. Note that the P. H. Weaks store building Was
at that time a giant structure covering nearly a half-block, and the City National Bank
was located in the center of it. Giant 2-balconied building beyond is the old Collins build'.
ing, which later became Baldridge's, then had part of the top blown off of it, then was

HELP WANTED - MALE OR FEMALE: ATTENTION: Rawleigh
business available in FULTON CO.
or HICKMAN. Steady year around
earnings. No capital or experience
needed. Write Rawleigh, Dept
KYC-1071-96, Freeport, Ill. 61032.

In This Area To Train As

LIVESTOCK
BUYERS
Learn to buy cattle, hogs, veal
and lambs at sale barns, and
direct from farms. We prefer to
train men with farm or livestock experience. For local interview write giving age, phone
..and background to National Institute of Meat Packing, Box
16053. Cleveland, Ohio 41116

buy it at

EXCHANGE
Furniture Company

ESTATE FOR S tLE
HOUSES
Unusually nice place in the coun2 acres of kind,
/
try, with about 11
located 2/
2 miles north of Fulton
1
on Highway 307. MI modem conveniences.
Nice roomy house in good repair, located on a large lot, Just
Fulton,
outside corporation In
Ky., with city water and gas.

Rouse in good repair, very large
lot. Reasonable Price. Located on
Thedford near the Ball Park.
2-bedroom house with bat'a
and dining room, about 2 acres
en land, located in Crutchtie:d,
Ky. This house is only 4 years
cud. Priced to sell.

Good house, iaroe lot lo,ated
A new 4-room house with bath.
Located in Cayce, Ky. Price is Oil bruclaWdy, /south 101.1ton.
'Ma place can be coverted into
very reasonable.
commercial property. Priced riis zepair.
.. .ctod
taial
House is
excel•
EncaSsect
lent,'repot?, 14/r4151RIPIerwtentral
/..oc.ated o.
"
gas heat in basement, located
on Walnut Street. Owner SAYS
If you are in the market for sell. Pelee is right.
a home of distinction and can
can
aftord a $30,000 home, I
on
Good 2-bedroom house
make you an attractive offering.
Also
large lot in isigniands.
live extra lots anjuming
Good 5-room house located at property. Will sell all or part.
Fulton,
106 Cedar St., East
a nice 2-bedroom house foron nice lot. Price is reasonable.
ced air heat, enclosed garage.
and
close to church
2-oedroom house in excellent Located
sellout in South Fulton.
priced.
Reasonably
condition.
Located at 106 Sinn Street, Fulin
A new 2-bedroom house
ton.
Water Vailey. Never been occupied. Trice is reasonable.
with
Good 3-bedroom house
decorated.
new roof, recently
Nice new house in Howard milam
Located on College Bt.
Sutdi-visi::n, west of town. No city
tax. Tennessee side.
An extra good 3-bedroom houcentral
Good house iocated on Broadse with basement and
Aheat. Located on a large lot in way in South Fulton. Two
im:talents.
Highlands.

COMMERCIAL PROPERTY
A new modern service station doa good business. If you would
ling
would
leased;
already
Oil Station,
to get in business for yourself,
hke
investment.
be an extra good
this is your opportunity. A reasonable amount of cash will handle it.

FARMS
2 acres of land with fair house
/
111
48 acres of good land with fair im- near Jackson's Chapel Church.
Glade,
Chestnut
provements near
Tennessee.
40 acres of land, 16 acres of which
is branch bottom. Has good house
187 acres of good hill land, lo-1 with modern conveniences. Locat2 miles! ed on black-topped road 2 miles
1
eated in Weakley County. 5/
southeast of Fulton on a good road. south of Wingo, Ky.
This farm is in a high state of cultivation and has been in the soil 40 acres of land on Highway 45
bank for a number of years. It has near Wingo, Ky. has 1-, mile frontplenty of barns, fences, and plenty age on highway with 4
, mile frontof good water and a fair house.
age on a good road on back side.

burned and rebuilt to the two stories it occupies today.

Businessmen Of Area To Study
Great Smoky Recreation Plan

100 acres of good hill land with
new house and dalry barn. Located on black-topped road. This farm
is a good buy. You can get posses
Rion soon.
the, being thr
er touch.

USED FURNITURE
BARGAINS

KENLAKE SI A T F.: PARK,
March 16-Business men representing eight Kentucky counties
and four Tennessee counties
which surround Kentucky and
Barkley lakes are planning to
take a tourism study tour to
the Great Smoky Mountains
area of East Tennessee and
North Carolina on March 28-2930.
At an are meeting held at
Kenlake Shife Park Wednesday
night plans were discussed for
the three-day bus trip on which
all interested businessmen from
Lyon, Trigg, Livingston, Caldwell, Christian, Marshall, CalloStore
Furniture
way and McCracken counties in
472.3421
Phone
Fulton
Kentucky and Stewart, Henry,
Montgomery and Houston counties in Tennessee are invited.
Buses transporting the trip's
participants will leave .from the
Memorial Building, 1202 Virginia St., at Hopkinsville at 8
a.m, and the Holiday Inn at
Clarksville at 8:45 a.m. on
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (UPI)March 28. The trip will include
Churchill Downs today ana study of the Great Smoky
nounced a list of 162 3-yearMountains area tourism proolds nominated for the 93rd regram as presented by the Knoxnewal of the $125,000 -added
ville Tourist Bureau, a close
Kentucky Derby May 6.
study of the development of
The number of nominees
for the 11/4 mile classic, sixth
tourist - serving businesses in
largest in Derby history, reGatlinburg and a visit to Cheronetted an unusually vague -- kee, N.C.
derby picture with the run for
The Kentucky representatives
the roses only two months away.
are Philip Glenn, Kuttawa, Lyon
Today's Santa Anita Derby
and Livingston; John Williams,
was expected to do little to
Princeton, Caldwell; Smith
elcar the pre-derby scene.
Broadbent Jr., Cadiz, Trigg;
Heading the somewhat nebuJames Given s, Hopkinsville
loos list of potential starters at
(Holiday Inn), Christian; Max
this early date were Mrs.Ethel
B. Hurt, Murray, Calloway;
D. Jacobs' Reflected Glory, In
Fred (Bud) Heerde, Benton,
Reality, Gentleman James, Dr.
Marshall; F. M. (Jack) Bailey,
Tager, Successor, Damascus,
Paducah, McCracken; Jesse E.
Ttimble Wind, Scythian, and
Franklin, County extension
Rising Market.
agent, Dover, Stewart; Curtis
Only Reflected Glory,a lateSherron, extension agent, Paris,
developing son of Jester out of
Henry; Paul M. Horton, extenLysistrata, has won three
sion agent, Clarksville, Mont•
stakes
gomery and J. D. Lewis, extension agent, Houston.
During the meeting at KenWE'RE LOOKING
FOR A

Apartment-size electric stove,
• $98.88
like new,
Bunk bed, like new, complete
$60.00
with chest,
$30.00
Living room suite,
$25.00
Living room suite,
$15.00
Living room suite,
$50.00
Tappan gas range,
$78.88
New bedroom suites,
. 15 and up
Refrigerators,
$10 and up
Dinette suites,
Corn. in and browse around; we
have lots of bargains not itchier.

WADE'S USED

Derby Picture
Most Vague

For Short Trips Surrounding

Fulton
MAN WE- WANT IS
WORTH UP TO
NA
0 YEAR

$16 50

Plus Regular Cash Bonuses
AIR MAIL
M. A. PATE, JR.
PRESIDENT

Complete Home Heating &
7wr Air Conditioning
LENNOX
GAS FURNACES

Avenue, Fulton. Kentucky

FARM MACHINERY AUCTION
Saturday, March 25, beginning at 10 a. m. at
2
/
the Mrs. William Smith homeplace, located 21
miles east of Water Valley, 1/4 mile north of Water
Valley - Pilot Oak black-topped road.
1 DIS AC tractor, 1962 model, in good
condition
1 3-bottom breaking plow
1 8-ft. wheel type disc harrow
1 tractor cultivator
I AC pull type combine, model 66
1 new Ideal tractor mower,7-ft. blade
1 tractor blade, 3-point hitch
1 new Ideal manure spreader - good
1 4-wheel tractor trailer
1 2-wheel tractor trailer
1 front end loader, AC
1 corn planter
Other small items
Mrs. William Smith, Owner
and
Johnnie B. Slayton
James T. Johnson, Auctioneers
- _ Col. C. W. Burrow,Sales Manager
-
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• 4TH & KENTUCKY AVENUES
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EVERYTHING IN THE STORE IS ON SALE
NOW!Save on all your furniture needs during
our GIGANTIC Anniversary sale. Besides these,
we have hundreds of other sale bargains, too.
All first-grade merchandise.
ArArairalragallralgiralragnIPAPIAFAr

2-Piece hi-back Henderson-McRae living room suite; all
foam construction
French Provincial sofa

$119.88 OFF REGULAR PRICE
$149.88 OFF

(one only)

2-Piece Naugahyde living room suites, up to $80.00
OFF REGULAR PRICE

backed chairs, save up to $41.88 OFF REG. PRICE
5-Piece Imperial Dinettes, chrome or bronze; bargainpriced to save!

HEAT-PUMPS
ELECTRIC FURNACES
ALL NEW
GAS YACK UNIT

ONLY $36.88

1 2 X

at $12.88

111/2 Viscose Rugs (only 12)

$183.88 OFF

3-Piece solid oak bedroom suite
REGULAR PRICE
3-Piece Carolina Maple bedroom suite

F. H. A. APPROVED .

OFF REGULAR PRICE

,

•

Smallman Sheet Metal
FULTONjiY.

472 1371

r
I

EXCHANGE
FURNITURE CO.

AIR CONDITIONERS

BUILDING LOTS

CCrnmercial

r-

depends heavily on a positive
spirit of cooperation and understanding between all the counties in West Kentucky and West
Tennessee.

7-Piece Marl Dinettes; self-edged tables; modern hi-

can furnish you a location for
Beautiful building lots in Mrs We
your new home or build you a
dowview Subdivision, Fulton, Ken
house on your location.
tucky.
We have other properly for sale
not listed in this ad
in High- I A very nice building lot in South
lots
building
Beautiful
Fulton.
ands.

201

I

LOUISVILLE, Ky. - Tommy
L. Preston, editor, publisher of
The Cynthiana Democrat, Tuesday was named chairman of the
Kentucky Press for Henry Ward
:ommittee.
Preston, 32, is a graduate of
the University of Kentucky and
has been in the news field for
14 years.
He was recently named one of
Kentucky's three outstanding
young men by the State Junior
Chamber of Commerce.
-

lake State Park Glenn and
Heerde reported on an earlier'
preliminary trip taken by six
of the county representatives in
company with H. V. Morgan,
TVA head planner for the Land
Between the Lakes National
Recreation area and E. R. Netherland and Allan Worms, University of Kentucky.
Netherland is resource development specialist and Worms
is specialist in economic recre
ation and tourism. Their office
is at Western Kentucky Experiment Substation in Princeton.
Glenn described details of the
first study trip and said the trip
offered a good opportunity to
compare the area-type tourism
program of East Tennessee with
circumstances in West Kentucky
and West Tennessee around Kentucky Lake, Lake Barkley and
the Land Between the Lakes.
Heerde pointed out that potential for a major regional tourism program exists that can be
far greater than has existed before in that the connection Of
two of the nation's great reservoirs has created a recreation
area probably unequaled anywhere else in the nation.
He further pointed out the successful development of tourism
as a major industry in this area

REGULAR PRICE

32 acres of good ianiTi, good house
and barn with modern conveniences. This is a very nice clean
place. Located one-tenth mile off
a black-topped road, north of Water
Valley, Kentucky.

COL. C. W. BURROW and
ROY D. TAYLOR, Brokers

Cynthiana Editor
Named Chairman Of
Press For Ward

GOOD MAN
OVER 40

Texas Refinery Corp.
Box 711, Fort Worth, Texas 76101

4714::

r '64$4.
!
Ors In your orws. No ne•Ifing
to
Must hove car, relerences.
1,100 cosh socured bv Inventory.
On
o twelve hours weekly can net excellent
ncome. Mo,e full time For personal In
terview write STUCKEY'S CHSTRIOUT•
NO CO , 6162 E Mockingbird, Suite 10g,
Dolins. Texas 75214. Include telegnone
number

REDUCE!
with Slender-X in tablet or chewing
gum form. Now aailable at
SOUTHS1DE DRUG

COL. C. W. BURROW and ROY D. TAYLOR, Brokers

las apage).

SPARE TIME INCOME
iviti;T:110,.....nTrh, oCnofl restockingdi NNW

MEN WANTED

USED FURNITURE

.4140•Nit

Some canaries live 15 years
or longer.

MOTEL MANAGERS: - MIN,
WOMEN, COUPLES: - Multimillion dollar motel industry is booming. Train immediately in luxury
motel to be a manager, assistant
manager, supervisor or executive
housekeeper. Earn top salary plus
free luxury living quarters on
premises. Choose working location.
Age no barrier. Short low cost
training period. For complete details send name, address, age, occupation and phone number to Universal Motel Schools, Dept. W-1267,
1872 N. W. 7th Street, Miami, Florida 33125.

For The

BEST

Every year on estimated 500
million people suffer from disabling diseases associated with
unsafe water supplies, according
to the World Health Organization.

PIANO or ORGAN - TRY BEFORE YOU BUY - Rent as low as
$10.00 per month. All money applied to purchase -No obligation to
buy. Lessons available. For Information Call MRS. L. C. LOGAN
472-2405 in Fulton or JACO'S in
Jackson, Tenn.

Page 7

PHONE 472-194

Other bedroom Allies as low as

$78.88

$148.88

Thursday, March 23, 1967

Fulton, Ky.
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